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SUMMARY 
In the last two decades, the increasing affordability of industrial robots, along with 
the growing maturity of computational design software, has led architects to integrate 
robots into their design process. Robots have exceptional capabilities that enable the 
fabrication of geometrically complicated components and assembly of complex structures. 
However, the robot control and motion programming tools currently being adopted by 
designers were all initially intended for engineering-based manufacturing industries. When 
using computer-controlled tools, designers cannot adapt their designs to the production 
process in real time. Current industrial robot control systems force the designer to envision 
and embed all of the required machining data in the digital model before the fabrication 
process begins. This requirement makes the process of design to fabrication a 
unidirectional workflow. 
In pursuit of a solution, a growing body of research is exploring various human-
robot collaboration methods for architectural practices. However, many of these studies are 
project-based, targeting the ad hoc needs of a particular robotic application or fabrication 
process. Consequently, this dissertation investigates a generalizable framework for human-
robot collaboration that is rooted in the principles of distributed cognition. As an essential 
part of the research argument, the role of the tools of production in the formation of a 
designer's cognitive system is considered. 
This framework, defined for a bi-directional design and fabrication workflow, relies 
on and integrates material and fabrication feedback into the design process. The framework 
has three main components: interactive design, adaptive control, and a design and 
 xvi 
fabrication library. While different aspects of these components have been studied to 
various extents by other researchers, this dissertation is the first to define them in an 
integrated manner. Next, the requirements for each of these elements are introduced and 
discussed in detail.  
This dissertation focuses in more detail on the library component of the framework 
because compared to the first two components, it is the least investigated solution to date. 
A structure for the library is proposed so that the tacit knowledge of makers could be 
structured, captured, and reused. At its core, the library is a process-centric database where 
each process is supported by a set of tools, instructions, materials, and geometries required 
for the transformation of a part into its final form. Finally, this study demonstrates the 
generalizability of the library concept through a series of experiments developed for 







CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Robots can be powerful and flexible fabrication tools. In the last two decades, the 
increasing affordability of industrial robots, along with the growing maturity of 
computational design software, has led architects to integrate robots and numerically-
controlled fabrication machines into their design process. A growing body of research is 
exploring novel methods for incorporating industrial robots into the digital fabrication and 
assembly of building components (Brell-Çokcan and Braumann 2012, McGee and Ponce 
de Leon 2014, Reinhardt, Saunders, and Burry 2016, Willmann et al. 2018). The robot 
control and motion programming tools currently being adopted by designers were all 
initially intended for engineering-based manufacturing industries (Kolarevic 2004). This 
technology facilitates the industrial mass production of components with known properties 
and processes, and thus enables more predictable outcomes. However, engineers and 
designers (including architects) have different approaches to their design, experimentation, 
and production processes.  
Engineering methods are based mostly on deductive reasoning, while design-based 
activities rely on abduction. Deductive reasoning derives conclusions via reasoning based 
on accepted facts and universal premises. This form of logic is self-contained, meaning 
that conclusions based on deductive approaches do not offer any new findings beyond the 
assumptions that underly the initial arguments. Conversely, abduction is a form of 
inference that makes probable conclusions from the information emerging from an 
investigation. Abduction leads to explanations or hypotheses based on observed 
phenomena or data, and in combination with prior experience (Merriam-Webster 2020, 
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Kolko 2010). Deductive engineering processes focus on increasing the economy and 
repeatability of robotic operations, and thus facilitate standardization for the mass 
production of parts. In a deductive approach, the desired geometry is established a priori, 
and the materials, tool paths, and fixtures are selected to generate the desired geometry 
within the constraints of the system. Conversely, abductive design-based processes 
prioritize the customization of parts production, with an emphasis on creativity and 
uniqueness. Designers develop their concepts as a result of experimentation, focusing on 
the reciprocal exploration of form, testing of material behavior, and determination of robot 
kinematics.  
This design-centric rationale that emphasizes both the aesthetic and functional 
aspects of production has a long history. The approach was at the center of traditional 
craftwork, the Bauhaus method in the early periods of architectural modernism (Celani 
2012), and the current digital fabrication movement with its focus on fabrication methods 
and material properties as generative design factors (Menges 2012a). Specific 
characteristics distinguish digital fabrication from traditional craftwork. Digital fabrication 
allows for increased speed, scale, precision, and complexity, and makes possible the 
repetition and production of multiple instances of the same object. The combination of 
computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) models, machining 
setups, and prepared materials allow for the process to produce not only the first instance 
of an artifact, but also the means to create subsequent copies. In a perfect case, there is one-
to-one mapping between a complete CAD-CAM model, fabricated physical model, and 
actual building part or assembly. Additionally, designers are able to receive real material 
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feedback because digital fabrication machines allow for prototyping with the materials of 
production (such as metal, concrete, or wood), often at full scale.  
For both traditional craftwork and digital fabrication, the tools, materials, and means 
of production are essential parts of the design process. The main difference resides in the 
designer's handling of physical matter. Industrial robots and computerized, numerically-
controlled (CNC) machines play an intermediary role in the process, creating a divide 
between the acts of designing and making. When using computer-controlled tools, 
designers cannot adapt their designs to the production process in real time (Gramazio, 
Kohler, and Oesterle 2010). Current industrial robot control systems require that the 
designer comprehensively understand the design object and embed detailed design and 
machining data into the digital model before the fabrication process begins. Consequently, 
the process of design to fabrication is mostly a unidirectional workflow in which the 
designer must predict the material state, tool selection, fixture positioning, and robot 
motion planning, usually based on prior experience. 
1.1 Problem Definition 
Recent research in the field of computational design has identified technological gaps 
resulting from unidirectional design-to-fabrication workflows. Researchers have 
highlighted the potential for humans and machines to act as complementary collaborators 
in the design-making process (Brugnaro, Figliola, and Dubor 2019, Garcia del Castillo 
Lopez 2019). The future of digital fabrication depends on a redefinition of the relationships 
between and interactions among human designers and machine fabricators. Human 
designers are the creative force in the process, and their vision is executed via specifications 
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by machine fabricators designed to produce the designed artifacts. A successful human-
robot interaction system relies on one key component of human intelligence: the ability to 
create tools to extend the brain's cognitive system. These tools help the brain complement 
its basic modes of processing and compensate for its weaker cognitive capabilities (Clark 
2004). Examples of such weaker capabilities include the recall and execution of long 
sequences of operations such as those required to program and run industrial robots. 
Human-industrial robot collaboration depends on digital technology complementary to the 
cognitive capabilities of the human brain. A human-robot collaborative system can be 
successful if it leverages the strengths of the human cognitive system such as recognizing 
patterns, modeling simple world dynamics, and manipulating objects in the environment. 
At the same time, a successful collaborative system will compensate for human cognitive 
weaknesses by employing the inherent capabilities of robots and computers (Clark 2001, 
Hutchins 1995). 
1.2 Research Question and Hypothesis  
This dissertation investigates the elements required for an interactive human-robot 
collaboration framework to facilitate the creative design of production processes. Realizing 
a successful human-robot collaborative system requires an improved understanding of the 
nature of the human cognitive activities involved in the process of digital design-making. 
The factors necessary for the effective and comprehensive integration of design with 
making are illustrated through recently unearthed premises of cognitive science. New 
scientific approaches have defined cognition as a distributed processing system in which 
the brain, body, tools, materials, products, and social and material contexts are closely 
related to and interact with one another in cognitive activities (Malafouris 2004, Hollan, 
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Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000, Hutchins 2000). This dissertation describes the distributed 
cognition theory and adopts its concepts for an analysis of the interaction between design 
conception and the act of production. As an essential part of this argument, the role of the 
tools of production in the formation of a designer's cognitive system is also discussed 
(Clark 2004, McCullough 1998, Norman 1998) and the requirements for the development 
of interactive robotic fabrication technologies addressed.  
1.3 Overview of the Proposed Framework 
This dissertation considers the role of feedback in the development of interactive 
fabrication systems. A human-robot collaborative system should address the different 
needs that emerge during various stages of the design concept formation, detailed design 
development, and production processes. In concept development, the ability of the robotic 
system to facilitate the designer’s design process and enhance their overall creativity is of 
highest importance. In the detailed design and production stages, building more accurate 
design prototypes and avoiding potential fabrication errors are essential. This dissertation 
asserts that there exist three main components of a bi-directional workflow in the human-
robot interactive process: (1) interactive design, (2) adaptive control, and (3) a design and 
fabrication library (see Figure 1-1). The requirements for each and current efforts toward 




Figure 1-1. Proposed bi-directional design-fabrication workflow. 
The first element of this proposed framework is interactive design, which provides 
flexible and intuitive robot control and programming tools for non-roboticist designers. 
Recently developed interactive software tools often incorporate and build upon graphical 
programming editors such as Grasshopper for Rhinoceros 3D or Autodesk Dynamo. By 
using applications such as KUKA|prc and HAL, designers can program and simulate 
industrial robots directly from parametric modeling environments during the conceptual 
and detailed design stages. 
The second piece of the framework is adaptive control, which provides robotic 
solutions for dealing with the unpredictability associated with the environment and 
materials, and inaccuracies in the fabrication process. This element relies on the 
simultaneous or reciprocal collaboration of human designers and robot fabricators as 
complementary partners. The main requirement for such a collaborative model is a system 
for robot movement based on real-time fabrication data obtained from various sensors. 
Adaptive control assists designers with making informed decisions and using program 
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processes that integrate uncertainty as a part of fabrication, rather than being required to 
envision and incorporate all of the steps ahead of time in a CAM model. 
The last component of the suggested framework is the library, a knowledge database 
of design and fabrication methods and practices. The library is envisioned as a means of 
assisting designers with the decisionmaking process by offering design options and robotic 
production techniques based on the design, tool, and material intent. At its core, the library 
is a process-centric database of objects, functions, and paradigms for working with robots 
in the context of a design environment. The entire database model is structured around 
(fabrication) processes as the core element of the library. The other required and supporting 
parts of the system are tools, materials, geometries, and instructions. All supporting data 
are arranged around and feed into each fabrication process.  
1.4 Methodology 
This dissertation addresses the human-robot collaboration framework in two 
different stages. First, by considering the three requirements of the system – interactive 
design, adaptive control, and the library – in an integrated manner, the completeness of 
such a system is demonstrated relative to other work that focuses only on a single 
component. Second, a more in-depth examination of each element is conducted. 
Interactive design is an element that has been investigated extensively by other 
researchers, and a few solutions are used widely by the design community. Thus, this 
dissertation includes a literature review on this topic but does not focus on developing 
solutions for interactive design. The second component is adaptive control. Studying new 
tools and methods for adaptive control has become the epicenter of recent robotic 
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fabrication research. This dissertation investigates this topic by developing a technique for 
integrating KUKA RSI (a robot sensor interface) into the Grasshopper graphical 
programming environment. Adaptive control is a software-hardware intensive module that 
requires expertise in sensing and image processing. While this dissertation addresses this 
topic, it does not focus deeply on this module because many other studies are currently 
exploring the same problem. Instead, this dissertation focuses primarily on the library 
component of the framework because compared to the two first components, it is the least 
investigated solution to date. 
In this dissertation, the overall process-centric structure of the library is introduced. 
Then, various elements required for the library, including materials, instructions, and 
processes, are investigated to identify the critical aspects of a robotic fabrication process 
for architectural applications. The generalizability of the library concept is demonstrated 
through a series of experiments developed in different material systems and with various 
robotic operations. The main goal of this portion of the dissertation is to identify 
commonalities in the processes and methods so that the requirements of the library can be 
adequately described. 
1.5 Structure of the Dissertation 
The remainder of this chapter outlines the dissertation and describes how each 
chapter contributes to building the case for a human-robot collaboration framework. Each 
of these chapters is based on one or more journal articles or conference proceedings 
published by the author and her colleagues. Citations to these articles are provided here 
and at the beginning of each subsequent chapter in the dissertation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction This chapter gives an overview of the dissertation and introduces 
the study. It articulates the problem and formulates the research question. Finally, it 
provides an overview of the proposed framework and research methodology. 
Chapter 2 Shifting Design Cognition from Craftsman to Digital Maker This chapter 
defines the dissertation's core problem, investigates the underlying requirements for a 
successful solution, and proposes a framework for overcoming this challenge. For this 
purpose, the chapter examines the intermediary role of digital fabrication machines in 
changing the discourse of design cognition as it relates to the action of making. It 
emphasizes the development of conditions for completing the connections among mind, 
body, and the technological environment as realized through interactive participation in the 
process of design-making, shaping human-machine interactions in a manner that unifies 
the design and fabrication processes.  
The citation to the journal paper is as follows: 
Sharif, Shani, and Russell Gentry. 2020. "Shifting Design Cognition from Craftsman to 
Digital Maker."  Under review at the Journal of Design Studies. 
An earlier version of this study was published in the following conference proceeding: 
Sharif, Shani, and Russell Gentry. 2015. "Design Cognition Shift from Craftsman to 
Digital Maker." 20th International Conference of the Association for Computer-
Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia (CAADRIA 2015), Daegu, Korea. 
Chapter 3 Adaptive Industrial Robot Control for Designers This chapter investigates 
adaptive control, which is the second component of the human-robot collaboration 
framework. This work presents a system that allows designers to adaptively control an 
industrial robot via a 3D modeling environment, producing real-time feedback with respect 
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to visual images of the object and the robot’s pose during the fabrication process. The 
chapter shows the qualitative results of a fabrication process in order to demonstrate how 
the proposed system improves interaction and collaboration between designers and robots, 
in contrast to the iterative process commonly followed.  
The citation to the conference paper is as follows: 
Sharif, Shani, Varun Agrawal, and Larry Sweet. 2017. "Adaptive Industrial Robot 
Control for Designers." ShoCK - Proceedings of the 35th eCAADe Conference, 
University of Rome, Rome, Italy. 
Chapter 4 Robotic Design and Fabrication Library This chapter discusses the core 
features of the third component of the human-robot collaboration framework. The process-
centric data model for the library is explained, as well as supporting modules including 
materials, tools, geometry, and instructions. 
Chapter 5 Parametric Product Libraries: Development and Implementation of a 
Masonry Unit Database This chapter discusses the requirements for defining and storing 
the material properties for a library, focusing on masonry units as an example. The work 
provides a description of the development of an industry standard data model for concrete 
and clay masonry units. It begins with a review of classification systems and building 
object model libraries. The chapter also explains a process for the parametric representation 
and storage of digital masonry units that allows for speedy retrieval from a database. By 
using masonry as an example, this research shows how complex building objects that have 
heretofore been outside the scope of BIM models and processes can be integrated into 
modern design and construction procedures. 
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The citation to the journal article is as follows: 
Sharif, Shani, and Russell Gentry. 2020. "Parametric Product Libraries: Development and 
Implementation of a Masonry Unit Database."  Under review at the Journal of 
Automation in Construction. 
An earlier version of this study was published in the following conference proceedings: 
Sharif, Shani, and Russell  Gentry. 2015. "BIM for Masonry: Development of BIM 
Plugins for the Masonry Unit Database." Real Time - Proceedings of the 33rd 
Education and Research in Computer Aided Architectural Design (eCAADe) 
Conference, Vienna, Austria 16-18 September 2015. 
Sharif, Shani, Russell Gentry, Chuck Eastman, and Jeff Elder. 2015. "Masonry Unit 
Database Development for BIM-Masonry." 12th North American Masonry 
Conference, Denver, Colorado. 
Gentry, Russell, Shani Sharif, Andres Cavieres, and David Biggs. 2016. "BIM schema 
for masonry units and walls." Proceedings of the 16th International Brick and 
Block Masonry Conference. 
Chapter 6 Reinforced Composite Brick Masonry for Offsite Robotic Fabrication This 
chapter investigates the processes and instructions for robotic fabrication and libraries, 
focusing on reinforced masonry as an example. The work discusses an algorithmic solution 
for testing the constructability of various complex wall forms for a robotically fabricated 
masonry system. It introduces a new composite construction technique for reinforced 
masonry that serves as an alternative to traditional wet or dry stacking. It also demonstrates 
that by using a set of developed rules, designers can test their brick assemblies with curved 
surface forms to ensure structural stability and robotic constructability. 
The citation for the conference paper is as follows: 
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Sharif, Shani, Daniel Griffin, and Russell Gentry. 2020. "Reinforced Composite Brick 
Masonry for Offsite Robotic Fabrication." Submitted to RobArch 2020 
Conference, under review. 
Chapter 7 Robotic Sheet Metal Folding: Tool vs. Material Programming This chapter 
focuses on the fabrication process aspect of the library. The work explores how deductive 
engineering thinking, as opposed to an abductive design rationale, can influence how 
robotic methods for fabricating building components are developed. By discussing the 
advantages and disadvantages of each approach, this research argues that both engineering 
and design should be considered necessary and complementary processes in the 
development of new creative fabrication solutions. For this study, robotic dieless sheet 
metal folding was chosen and investigated as the primary fabrication technique. 
The citation for the journal paper is as follows: 
Sharif, Shani, and Russell Gentry. 2020. "Robotic Sheet Metal Folding: Tool vs. Material 
Programming."  Under review at the Journal of Automation in Construction. 
Chapter 8 Discussion and Conclusion This chapter summarizes the results of the 
dissertation research in response to the research question and describes its contribution to 
the greater body of knowledge and state of the practice. It also discusses the generalizability 
and limitations of the roadmap presented for human-robot collaboration efforts. The 
chapter concludes by recommending areas of future research on this topic. 
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CHAPTER 2. SHIFTING DESIGN COGNITION FROM 
CRAFTSMAN TO DIGITAL MAKER 
Abstract 
The process of design and fabrication involves complex cognitive activity in which 
the human brain is part of a more extensive cognitive system that encompasses the brain, 
body, tools, materials, and environment.  Cognition resides in the interaction of all these 
elements at different stages of design and making. This research investigates the 
intermediary role of digital fabrication machines in changing the discourse of design 
cognition as it relates to the action of making, inquiring into the path diverging from 
traditional craftwork. This study emphasizes the development of conditions for completing 
the connections among mind, body, and technological environment as realized through 
interactive participation in the process of design-making, shaping human-machine 
interaction in a manner that unifies the design and fabrication process. 
2.1 Introduction  
Fabrication-focused architectural design processes, like any other creative practice, 
involve cognitive activities that develop innovative and meaningful products. The design-
centric rationale that emphasizes both the aesthetic and functional aspects of production 
has a long history. This approach was at the center of traditional craftwork, the Bauhaus 
method in the early periods of architectural modernism (Celani 2012), and the current 
digital fabrication movement with its focus on fabrication methods and material properties 
as generative and integrating design factors (Menges 2012a). While for both traditional 
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craftwork and digital fabrication the tools, materials, and means of production are essential 
parts of the design process, the main difference resides in the designer’s handling of 
physical matter. Industrial robots and computer numerically-controlled (CNC) machines 
play an intermediary role in the process, creating a divide between the acts of designing 
and making. In using computer-controlled tools, designers can no longer adapt their 
designs to the production process in real time. As Gramazio and Kohler have argued, 
“achieving a sophisticated building component … can be compared to methods used by 
manufacturers from pre-industrialized ages. Despite the similarities, today the action of 
material handling is indirect through the use of CNC machines as opposed to the instant 
feedback about the work in progress the skilled manufacturer received through the tool in 
his hand. With CAM, the tool is controlled through explicit routing data, which leaves no 
room for interpretation and adaptation” (2010).  
Recent research in the field of computational design has highlighted the potential for 
human and machine to act as complementary collaborators in the design-making process. 
Some of these studies have proposed the development of new interfaces for integration of 
physical and digital environments, augmenting actuators with sensors to incorporate real-
time feedback on the material’s state during the production process (Brugnaro, Figliola, 
and Dubor 2019, Betti et al. 2018, Brugnaro and Hanna 2017, Raspall, Amtsberg, and 
Peters 2014, Johns, Kilian, and Foley 2014, Mueller, Lopes, and Baudisch 2012). Realizing 
this goal requires a better understanding of the nature of the human cognitive activities 
involved in the process of digital design-making. Therefore, this research enquires into the 
intellectual processes of a maker, and specifically the path diverging from traditional 
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craftwork (Keller and Keller 1993, O’Connor 2006, Malafouris 2008) and leading to the 
act of digital making.  
The factors required for the effective and comprehensive integration of design with 
making can be illustrated through recently unearthed premises of cognitive science. New 
scientific approaches have defined cognition as a distributed processing system in which 
the brain, body, tools, materials, products, and social and material contexts are closely 
related and interact with one another in any cognitive activity (Malafouris 2004). This 
research outlines this distributed cognition theory and adopts its concepts for an analysis 
of the interaction between design conception and the act of production. These concepts are 
first discussed in the realm of craftwork, and then expanded into digital design and 
fabrication. As an essential part of this argument, the role of the tools of production in the 
formation of a designer's cognitive system is also discussed (Clark 2004, McCullough 
1998, Norman 1998), and the requirements for the development of interactive robotic 
fabrication technologies studied. This work concludes with a discussion of feedback in the 
development of interactive fabrication systems. 
To illustrate these cognitive concepts, this research draws examples from projects 
developed as part of three graduate and undergraduate courses: "Construction Materials, 
Systems, and Fabrications," "Introduction to Robotic Fabrication," and "Robotic 
Fabricates."  These courses were developed by and offered at the Digital Fabrication 
Laboratory in the School of Architecture at the Georgia Institute of Technology.  
2.2 Distributed Cognition 
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 Following the development of artificial intelligence concepts in the 1960s, the 
dominant view in the study of human cognition involved conceptualizing the brain and 
mind as an analogy for computer hardware and programs, structures disembodied and 
detached from the material world (Malafouris 2004). However, a new premise of cognitive 
science focuses on the development of human cognition in the embodied world. In this 
view, human cognition is greater than the activities that happen inside an individual’s brain. 
The material environment is part of the cognitive system, and as Hutchins has described, 
“cognitive activity is sometimes situated in the material world in such a way that the 
environment is a computational medium” (Hutchins 2000).  Different theories in this 
school of cognitive science address a variety of aspects of this issue.  Key theories include 
embodied cognition, as formulated by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson; situated 
cognition, as conceived of by Jean Lave, Lucy Suchman, and Etinne Wagner; distributed 
cognition, as developed by Edwin Hutchins; mediated cognition, as theorized by Lev 
Vygotsky; and extended cognition, as orchestrated by Andy Clark (Malafouris 2004, 
Nersessian 2008).   
 Distributed cognition theory provides a plausible explanation for an analysis of the 
cognitive process from design to making. The distributed cognition framework describes 
the mechanisms involved in the cognitive processes beyond those that happen inside the 
brain of the individual. This theory emphasizes that all cognitive activities, including 
design and fabrication, are in close relation to embodied action, representing a dynamic 
coupling of mind and matter (Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000, Malafouris 2004).  Human 
cognition is not limited to the mind as a passive representational system, as has been 
portrayed by AI-influenced cognitive scientists. The cognitive system encompasses 
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complex coordination between internal (i.e., memory, attention, executive function) and 
external (i.e., material and environmental) structures (Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000). 
The brain's role is to act as a mediating component in a complex network of processes that 
continuously "loop" among the brain, body, and surrounding environment (Clark 2001). 
Based on this framework, this research argues that the tools and materials of fabrication 
are an integral part of the design education and creation process (Sharif 2013).   
 In recent decades, a growing number of makers has shifted from using human-
controlled tools in traditional production systems to CNC machines in digitally-driven 
production systems. However, regardless of the medium of production, the structural 
elements of the cognitive activity remain the same. In both practices, the brain, body, tools, 
materials, products, and social and material contexts are in close collaboration with one 
another. Schön (1992) described the design process as a reflective conversation with the 
materials of the design situation. Section 2.3 discusses the interdependent relationships 
among the brain, body, and act of production as viewed through the lens of manual 
craftwork. This argument is complemented in Section 2.4 by an assessment of the main 
impacts of the shift from human-controlled to numerically-controlled tools in the cognitive 
process. 
2.3 Manual Fabrication 
In artful craftwork, the craftsman requires the knowledge and skill necessary for 
making purposeful objects with their hands. “Craft is habitual skilled practice with 
particular tools, materials, or media, for the purpose of making increasingly well-executed 
artefacts. Craft is the application of personal knowledge to the giving of form” 
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(McCullough 1998). Craftwork involves bodily activity, the use of hand-controlled tools, 
and direct manipulation of materials. The craftsman is in control of the tools, whether they 
are hand-held such as chisels and pliers, or more complex and mechanical like milling 
machines. The result of the work is a unique artifact, the quality of which is highly 
dependent on the skill level of the craftsman. 
2.3.1 Cognitive Function: Knowledge and Action in Tandem 
In a study of the production of crafts, Keller and Keller (1993, 1996) described an 
inherent dynamic interrelationship between the knowledge of design and act of production. 
Craftwork is an interaction between the internal representation of the craft object and action 
of making as external representation. In this view, knowledge and action are integrated, 
simultaneously prerequisite, and consequences of each other. Knowledge has both social 
and material aspects. It includes the internal image of the designed object, goal of 
production, and conceptualization of the production sequence (Brereton 2004). The 
craftsman's knowledge is selectively derived from prior production experiences and ideas 
about the world. Relevant past experiences are prioritized based on the closest 
correspondence with the current design situation.   
Craftwork is a dynamic process. The act of making, material object produced, and 
ongoing perception of this action transforms and enriches the designer's prior organization 
of knowledge. This continuous evolution is a critical part of the process, as the designer's 
knowledge is never adequately detailed and sufficiently precise to predict all possible 
situations and outcomes of the craftsman's action throughout the process of production. 
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The craftsman can also never fully predict all required actions because they are affected by 
the materials, tools, and environmental conditions at each moment (O’Connor 2006). 
In each task, the craftsman must consider different criteria for production, including 
functional adequacy, the aesthetics of the design, and various techniques and procedures 
that involve tools and machines, financial constraints, and material conditions. As Keller 
and Keller argued, "these dimensions operate as positive forces for action [and] not 
determinants of outcome" (1993). To establish a new production plan, the craftsman builds 
upon conceptualizations, actions, and operations of similar previous production tasks that 
serve as either successful or defective feedback. However, this pre-conception only 
initializes the task; the design concept evolves concurrently with the craftsman's act of 
production and feedback received from the evaluation of the materials and objective 
conditions of the work. The co-evolution of design conception and artifact production is 
influenced by under-constrained tools and material conditions that allow for creative 
development. 
In manual work, the initial conception of a task provides only general guidance for 
its undertaking. This plan is not required to be comprehensive. Based on the craftsman's 
evaluation of the result and required revisions of their decisions, necessary details can be 
incorporated into the task during each step of the process. If limitations in the required 
skillset or tools inhibit the process of making, the craftsman can extemporaneously modify 
the design objectives to fit the new requirements and fix mistakes, ultimately improving 
the final product's quality. In short, the ongoing development of the conceptual task is the 
source and outcome of the materialization of the craftsman's actions (see Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1: Representation of the craftsman's cognitive system. 
2.3.2 Study: Active Feedback 
The cognitive process of human-controlled tools in traditional production systems 
was observed as part of the exercises assigned in the course "Construction Materials, 
Systems, and Fabrications." Course projects were designed to introduce students to 
material properties, fabrication processes, and tools and machinery appropriate for working 
with four major classes of building construction materials: wood, concrete, metal, and 
polymers. The goal of the course was to foster a practical assessment of the complexities 
associated with the integration of multiple material systems, selection criteria for a given 
fabrication method, and sequential logic required for assembly (Valdes, Cavieres, and 
Gentry 2013).  
The final class project was a collective effort to design, fabricate, and assemble a 
panelized wall system comprised of tile panels, connection joints, and columns (see Figure 
2-2). This exercise had two stages: fabrication and assembly. In the first stage, students 
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worked independently to make three tiles and connector elements. Each part had to be 
produced with only one material and a single fabrication technique (either by hand- or 
computer-controlled machinery). In the second stage, students collaborated on connecting 
and assembling the individual components into a final wall system. They were encouraged 
to envision the final assembly while designing and fabricating their components. 
Specifically, they had to take into account the tolerances required to accommodate small 
variations and inconsistencies in the final dimensions and connection positions of the parts.  
 
Figure 2-2. Wall panel with tiles made of hardwood, thermoformed plastic, and 
concrete. Tiles were connected to glulam wood columns with metal joints. 
 One of the class projects, the design and fabrication of a glued-laminated (glulam) 
wood column as part of the final wall assembly, provided a useful case study for observing 
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the distributed cognition concept in practice. The main goal of this exercise was to make a 
part that would act as the main structure of the wall system and support all of the infill 
panels.  The glulam columns were fabricated using hand-controlled woodworking 
machinery including a planer, jointer, table saw, and chop saw, in addition to other essential 
hand-controlled tools such as mallets, wood clamps, and chisels. Although students cannot 
be considered skilled artisans, their fabrication process still represents the connected flow 
of bodily activity, use of hand-controlled tools, and direct manipulation of materials. 
Mainly, their process for functional criteria gathering, design, and making through 
interacting with woodworking tools exhibited the main attributes of distributed cognition 
because their knowledge (i.e., design learning) and actions (i.e., manual skill learning) were 
engaged in tandem.   
 There were only two main specifications. Each column had to be made according 
to exact cross-section and length dimensions and made with six plies of ½-inch wood to 
achieve a total width of 3 inches, and the adjacent layers of wood could not have aligned 
butt joints. These instructions formed the basis of the design and fabrication requirements. 
Students were asked to start with an initial shop drawing of their conception of the final 
product that represented each piece with dimensions and permissible tolerances. They then 
prepared these drawings based on the requirements.  
 In the next step, students chose their raw wood pieces to begin the fabrication 
process. Soon they found that the available stock material in the lab would not necessarily 
fit with their envisioned dimensions for each wooden piece. Thus, they had to modify their 
initial shop drawings based on their evaluation of the material conditions. During the 
making process, they often had to adjust the thickness or length of each wooden piece in 
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real time. There were numerous mistakes and inaccuracies encountered in achieving the 
desired dimensions, due to students’ lack of skill and familiarity with manual woodworking 
techniques and tools. They had to adjust the sizes of the new wooden pieces to compensate 
for incorrect dimensions in the parts they’d cut in previous steps. In making these minor 
adjustments, students could control the final size of the assembled column and make sure 
it satisfied the permissible tolerance range. For example, if incorrect settings for the planer 
machine caused an individual ply to be cut ¼" narrower than the desired ½" thickness, the 
student had to cut the next piece ¼" thicker to achieve the total thickness required at the 
end of the process. Although none of the students had significant prior woodworking 
experience, most were able to modify their initial designs based on real-time feedback from 
the conditions of the material and their ability to control their tools (see Figure 2-3).  
 The students’ process of cognition followed the pattern illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
The feedstock and tooling were readjusted and coordinated in real time to achieve the end 
product. The shop drawings and design specifications could not accommodate unpredicted 
dimensions in the wood supply or students’ inefficiency in operating the analog machines. 
In many cases, the end products, though successful, deviated significantly from the 
conceptual ideas and illustrations in the initial design documentation. 
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Figure 2-3. A glued-laminated wood column in production (left) and the final product 
(right). 
2.4 Digital Fabrication 
Advances in digital technology and, specifically, digital fabrication machinery and 
software tools have created the opportunity for the integration of design, analysis, 
manufacturing, and assembly in architecture, as well as the chance to reassess and 
potentially redefine the relationship between design and production (Kolarevic 2004). As 
Oxman and Oxman (2010) have emphasized, digital "fabrication is a revolution in the 
making of architecture" that "has a profound influence upon the definition of the requisite 
knowledge base of the architect." Fablabs in architecture schools have become testbeds for 
the development and assessment of new design and production knowledge (Gershenfeld 
2005, Celani 2012, Blikstein 2013). As discussed above, one method of understanding this 
requisite knowledge is inquiring into the cognitive resources that mark the shift from 
traditional craftsman to digital maker. Consequently, investigating the cognitive synergy 
of knowledge and action in the digital design-production process calls for clarification of 
what we mean by digital fabrication and why it has become a trendy approach in design 
education. 
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By utilizing digital fabrication technologies, architects can quickly materialize, test, 
and evaluate the constructability and efficiency of their designs for building components 
and assemblies. These new tools provide novel techniques for the production of both 
commonly used and emerging construction materials. Specific characteristics distinguish 
digital fabrication from traditional craftwork, as discussed below:  
1. In a perfect case, there is one-to-one mapping between a complete CAD-CAM 
model, fabricated physical model, and anticipated actual building part. The digital 
model and physical prototype have almost all the details, components, and features 
of the final product, with all its complexities and intricacies (see Figure 2-4).  
2. Digital fabrication machines allow for prototyping with the materials of production 
(such as metal, concrete, or wood), often at full scale, as opposed to common model 
materials like chipboard or foam. This feature provides the designer with material 
feedback regarding strengths and  weaknesses of the design concept and 
manufacturing process (Valdes, Cavieres, and Gentry 2013). Additionally, digital 
fabrication preserves a material’s logic. Designers can use the material’s properties 
as factors in generating geometric form (Menges 2012b).  
3. Digital fabrication allows for increases in speed, scale, precision, and complexity, 
and provides the opportunity for repetition and production of multiple instances of 
the same object.  
4. In the design and fabrication of building parts, connections are key, either 
connections between parts made of the same material or parts with different 
materials or material combinations. The careful design of these connections based 
on the affordances and limitations of machines, fabrication methods, and material 
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properties after considering their tolerances can allow for seamless attachment in 
the final assembly.   
5. In the process of design, the designer must have an a priori perception, often naive, 
of how the actual final product will be made. This perception is based on the 
designer's experience or projection, as enhanced by empowering computer 
modeling tools. The design concept can be tested and improved through the 
development of physical models.  
 
Figure 2-4: One-to-one mapping between the 3D model and fabricated parts. From 
left to right: 3D CAD model, CNC milled wooden module, cast concrete module with 
CNC milled foam mold, and thermoformed plastic module with CNC milled wood 
composite.  
2.4.1  Cognitive Functions: Missing Feedback  
The industrial robots, CNC tools, and related simulation and CAM systems currently 
adopted by designers were all initially developed for engineering industries (Kolarevic 
2004). These technologies were developed for the industrial mass production of 
components with known problems and processes and predictable outcomes (Field 2015 ).  
Because these fabrication machines are created for industrial applications, they 
enforce upon their users a very constrained set of interactions and experiences. The process 
is mostly a one-directional workflow, starting with designing the model in the CAD 
environment, and then preparing it and robot toolpaths based on the geometric data and 
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machining settings, generating machine-readable code, transferring the data to the robots 
or CNC tools, setting up the material on the machine or in the robot cell, and finally running 
the program and executing the production of the final part. Although there are some levels 
of interactivity in the initial stages of CAD/CAM model development, after initiation of 
the machining process, the designer has no control over fabrication (see Figure 2-5). While 
these robotic software and hardware packages perform adequately and effectively in 
production manufacturing, they do not provide room for concurrent interactive, creative, 
or exploratory design-to-fabrication activity. 
 
Figure 2-5: Cognitive system of a digital maker.  
From an embodied and distributed cognition point of view, fabrication tools are 
used not only as an instrument of physical production, but also for creative thinking and 
design. In other words, as Clark explained: “the brain’s role is crucial and special, but it is 
not the whole story. In fact, the true power and beauty of the brain’s role was that it acted 
as a mediating factor in a wide variety of complex and iterated processes, which continually 
looped between brain, body, and technological environment, and it is this larger system 
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that solved the problem” (2001). This cognition loop is complete in manual fabrication (see 
Figure 2-1). 
In the manual fabrication process, the craftsman initiates the design task only with a 
pre-conception of the design object and process; this is permissible due to the under-
constrained fabrication settings and environment. However, the digital maker is limited to 
only a partially connected system by the constraints of the industrial robots and CNC 
machines. This workflow forces the designer to have a comprehensive view of the design 
object from the beginning and embed all design details and machining data in the digital 
model before the start of the fabrication phase. The design concept affects the process of 
machining, but no feedback during the action of making can affect design ideation or the 
organization and content of the design model.  
2.4.2 Study: Missing Feedback 
We examined students’ cognitive process of working with machine-controlled tools 
– specifically, a six-axis robotic arm – as part of the course “Introduction to Robotic 
Fabrication." The main goal of this course was to introduce students to the fundamentals 
of robot kinematics and fabrication methods for architectural production. For course 
projects, students used Rhinoceros, a 3D CAD software, and Grasshopper, a visual 
programming environment, to create and model their designs. The main fabrication tool 
was a Kuka robotic arm, KR Quantec Pro (KR 120 R2500), with a payload of 120 kg and 
arm reach of 120 cm. In order to make end effectors for the robot and prepare other material 
parts for fabrication, students had access to other machines and tools in the fabrication lab 
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including a waterjet cutter, laser cutter, three-axis CNC machine, and manual wood and 
metalworking tools. 
Here, we highlight the fabrication processes for two projects from three semesters: 
(1) a hotwire foam-cut wall panel and (2) a folded sheet metal hanging canopy. In each 
project, students began with a design concept for which they created a 3D digital model in 
Rhino3D. Next, they used the Kuka|PRC plugin for Grasshopper to create a robot toolpath 
to materialize their design idea. Then, the source code for robot control was exported and 
transferred to the robot controller (see Figure 2-6Figure 2-8).  However, when students 
initiated the fabrication process, they faced major problems that were different from those 
encountered during the manual fabrication process. During the manual fabrication process 
(see Section 2.3.2), students could modify their design and adjust to the conditions of the 
material product. In the digital fabrication process, they could not correctly identify or 
prevent errors during the course of the robot’s operation. Students faced many failed 
attempts that demanded troubleshooting and modification before they achieved a 
satisfactory result (see Figure 2-7Figure 2-10). The majority of problems were due to 
incorrect materials placement, material variations, unanticipated material behavior, 
unpredicted robot singularities, and automatic robot path optimization. These errors caused 
waste in terms of both time and material because the entire process had to be repeated after 
required editing of the robot toolpath’s simulation file. 
For the first project, students were asked to design and build a self-standing wall 
panel out of polystyrene foam blocks by using a hotwire foam cutter attached as an end 
effector to the robot arm. One of the 3D modeled designs and robot toolpath are illustrated 
in Figure 2-6. After these steps, students began the fabrication process, but as discussed 
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above, they faced many failed attempts (see Figure 2-7). The cut units at the end of each 
trial were completely different from what they had modeled in the digital environment. 
However, since the students had no tactile control or any other type of precise feedback 
during the robot’s operation phase, troubleshooting was a major challenge.  
 
Figure 2-6. Geometric modeling and robot path planning and simulation in the 
Grasshopper visual programming environment.   
 
Figure 2-7. Failed attempts at fabrication of the module before successful results. 
Failures were due to incorrect material placement, robot position singularities, and 
undesirable robot path optimization. 
After much trial and error, the following major problems in the setup process were 
identified:  
- Wire temperature setting: The wire was heated via electrical resistance. If the wire 
temperature was not set up correctly, the heat from the wire would not vaporize the 
material immediately before contact. 
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- Speed of wire movement: If the robot end effector moved too fast, the heated wire 
would not have sufficient time to vaporize the material, and instead the wire would 
come in direct contact with the foam, causing friction.  
- Toolpath settings: The robot toolpath settings had to be properly adjusted for the 
desired outcome. By default, many of the robot’s movements were optimized for 
the shortest path along a Bezier curve, while the cut pattern required an interpolated 
point curve.  
- Material positioning: In certain positions, six-axis robot arms ran into singularities. 
This is when the robot can reach a certain arm joint position in an infinite number 
of ways, causing movement failure. 
For successful outcomes, designers must predict and implement the correct material 
state, tool selection, fixture position, and robot motion plan, usually based on prior 
experience. All of these factors are known to an experienced fabricator. However, for 
novice practitioners or those who seek new creative fabrication methods, there are always 
high cost and time penalties for rework before the desired design and fabrication intent are 
achieved. The same process pattern was observed in another project that focused on robotic 
sheet metal folding.  
In recent decades, there have been numerous studies on the industrial applications of 
robotic sheet metal folding techniques (Liao and Wang 2003, Lavallee, Vroman, and 
Keshet 2011, Aomura and Koguchi 2002). In this project, students investigated a new a 
folding technique for metal that could achieve multiple folds on one module with as few 
robot movements as possible. The method would take advantage of the inherent ductility 
of the sheet metal by following a fold sequence based on a connected series of crease lines. 
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This concept originated from a simple twisting of a strip of material, relying on the fact 
that material reduction along crease lines creates areas with lower yield points than the rest 
of the material. The hypothesis was that multiple folds on a module could be achieved 
through a twisting motion (see Figure 2-9). Unlike other common practices for sheet metal 
folding, the force direction was not perpendicular to individual fold lines, but rather 
followed the transition path between the 2D geometric state and final 3D state of the 
module.  
 
Figure 2-8. Geometric 3D model and fabricated prototype of a robot-based sheet 
metal twist folding project. 
Students designed a series of model configurations to test their hypotheses. 
Initially, the flat cut parts were twisted manually using two grippers, but the action applied 
the indented logic of the robotic folding process (see Figure 2-9, middle). Students then 
identified the most suitable relationship between the final geometry and fold pattern and 
established the fabrication logic for the part. They then tested different cut patterns with 
variable factors including the number of fold lines, angle between each set of fold lines, 
and angles of the fold lines relative to the strip. Next, the results of the manual study were 
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repeated using a KUKA robot. However, students found that they could not replicate the 
same result using the robot. The product was an unevenly folded strip that in most test 
cases bent only at the center of the part. Students then needed to perform more tests to 
identify the main difference in the process, lowering the speed and implementing a 
stepwise rotation (see Figure 2-9).  
   
Figure 2-9. Concept design for the twist-folding of sheet metal (left) and manual and 
robotic twist-folding tests (middle and Right).  
 
Figure 2-10. Failed attempts at the fabrication of folded metal modules before the 
final successful result. 
In the case of the laminated wood column (see Section 2.3.2), students began with a 
limited set of materials. When errors emerged, they could find solutions to modify the 
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fabrication method and still achieve the design intent. The final prototypes were quite 
different from the original specifications, at least with regards to the details, but the final 
outcomes were still considered successes. The manual fabrication experience was very 
different from the two digitally realized prototypes discussed here. The artifacts made with 
robots were exactly as generated by the robot codes. If students realized that the defined 
specifications were incorrect, they had to discard the damaged material, troubleshoot, 
modify their code, and begin the process again. The language of the digital tool (e.g., KRL, 
KUKA robot language) was an inseparable part of the production process and thus had to 
be considered as part of the cognitive process of the digital designer. 
2.5 Closing the Loop 
In the last two decades, research in both engineering and design has identified 
technological gaps resulting from one-directional design-to-fabrication workflow. Thus, 
the future of digital fabrication depends on a redefinition of the relationship and 
interactions between human designers and machine fabricators. As discussed in Section 
2.2, one key component of human intelligence is the ability to create tools to extend the 
cognitive system, complement basic modes of processing, and compensate for weaker 
cognitive capabilities (Clark 2004). Human-industrial robot collaboration is a new 
workflow enabling digital technologies to perform as operations complementary to those 
of the cognitive capabilities of the human brain. A human-robot collaborative system can 
be successful if it can take advantage of the strengths of the human cognitive system, while 
also compensating for its weaknesses by leveraging the inherent capabilities of robotic and 
computer systems.  
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The human brain is particularly capable at tasks such as pattern recognition, the 
extraction and encoding of relational properties such as relative distance and parallelism, 
shape-based object identification and segmentation, and the modeling of simple world 
dynamics. However, human cognition is weaker in other tasks such as recalling and 
executing long or arbitrary sequences of operations (Clark 2004, Norman 1998). To 
maximize the benefits of a successful design and fabrication system, human and robot 
strengths should be utilized to the fullest (see Table 2-1). 
Table 2-1. Human Perception vs. Computer Perception, Weaknesses, and Strengths 
(Halim 2009, Clark 2004, Norman 1998) 
Human perception Robotic and computer systems 
Strength Strength 
Creative design based on design intent  Accurate form generation with numerical 
inputs (parametric form development) 
Alternative form development  Speed in numerical computation 
Alternative fabrication technique 
development 
Speed in physical operation 
Synthetization and interpolation Accuracy in operation (computational and 
physical), complex sequences of operations  
Detection of trends, patterns, or anomalies in 
visual data (digital and physical design 
models) 
Endurance and reliability  
Learning from limited test cases  Consistency  




Unable to detect minor deviations in digital 
and physical prototypes  
No creativity: problems synthesizing new rules 
Easily tired of repetitive operations Unable to produce alternate and “out of the 
box” solutions to compensate for inadequate 
design solutions 
Biased and inconsistent No common sense 
Erroneous   
In general, any creative design process consists of three main stages: conceptual 
design, detailed design, and final design production. In the conceptual design stage, there 
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are many factors that must be decided by the designer, including the aesthetics of the 
design, functional adequacy, materials selection and condition, production techniques and 
procedures and tools, and financial and time constraints. At this stage of the design, the 
impact of design decisions is very high (Wang et al. 2002). Such choices are made based 
on the design intent and matched selectively with the designer’s prior production 
experiences, based on the closest correspondence with the current design situation. The act 
of making, the physical prototype produced, and the designer’s ongoing perception of this 
action transforms and enriches the designer’s prior organization of knowledge. However, 
the designer’s knowledge of a specific process is never adequately detailed and precise 
enough to predict all possible situations and outcomes of the production process. Thus, the 
design conception and artefact production co-evolve (see Section 2.4.2), metal folding 
study). The final design concept generated at this stage affects the product’s shape 
geometry, materials selected for production, construction and manufacturing productivity, 
and the final product’s quality. In the subsequent detailed design phase, it is difficult to 
compensate for or correct unanticipated aspects or shortcomings of the design concept 
developed at the conceptual design stage. Consequently, there is a high payoff for 
improving early knowledge integration and computational support for early 
decisionmaking (Cavieres, Gentry, and Al-Haddad 2011, Wang et al. 2002).  
A human-robot collaborative system should address the different needs that emerge 
during the design concept and detailed design development and production stages. In 
concept development, the ability of the robotic system to facilitate the designer’s design 
process and overall creativity is of highest importance. In the detailed design and 
production stages, the system’s ability to build more accurate design prototypes and avoid 
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potential fabrication errors is essential. Figure 2-11 illustrates three main components for 
a complete bi-directional workflow in a human-robot interactive process: (1) interactive 
design, (2) adaptive control, and (3) a design and fabrication library. The requirements for 
each of these elements and current efforts toward accomplishing them are discussed below. 
 
Figure 2-11. Proposed bi-directional design-fabrication workflow. 
2.5.1 Interactive Design 
One of the integral parts of a complete bi-directional design-to-fabrication 
workflow is interactive design solutions (see Figure 2-11).  Researchers in the field of 
computational design have focused on improving the design-to-robotic-fabrication 
workflow by developing more flexible and intuitive robot control and programming tools 
for non-roboticist designers. These new software tools incorporate graphical programming 
editors such as Grasshopper for Rhinoceros 3D or Autodesk Dynamo. Different plug-ins 
such as KUKA|prc (Braumann and Brell-Cokcan 2011), HAL (Schwartz 2013), and 
Scorpion (Elashry and Glynn 2014) for programming and the kinematic simulation of 
industrial robots such as KUKA, ABB, and Universal Robots have been developed for 
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graphical programming editors such as Grasshopper3D and Dynamo BIM. These plug-ins 
provide architectural designers with the option to program and simulate industrial robots 
directly out of the parametric modeling environment, based on the geometric parameters 
of their designs. These tools provide interactive design and robot programming/simulation 
in the initial stages of the process.   
However, most of these tools result in static robot control data files that must be 
transferred from a personal PC equipped with the robot programming tool to the robot’s 
computer. After generating the robot’s path and exporting the file, the connection between 
the design model and robot’s movement path is completely severed. By the time the 
fabrication process begins, the designer has no control over the process in real time. In this 
process, the final physical prototype outcomes are still highly dependent on the predictive 
capability of the architect’s design, fabrication, analytical, and process models (see Figure 
2-12). 
 
Figure 2-12. Interactive design for robotic fabrication. 
2.5.2 Adoptive Control  
Main challenges for a robotic fabrication system include the unpredictability of the 
environment and material and inaccuracies in the fabrication process. These problems are 
especially important in complex situations requiring integration or assembly of complex 
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parts and multiple materials. To solve this type of issue, researchers continue to develop 
the human-robot collaboration process, a system in which human and machine act as 
complimentary partners in a cooperative endeavor (Gramazio, Kohler, and Oesterle 2010, 
Nikolaidis et al. 2013, Field 2015 ). The main requirement for such a collaborative model 
is an adaptive control system for robot movement based on real-time fabrication data 
obtained from a sensor system (or a combination of 3D scanner, camera, depth sensor, 
force/torque sensor, etc.) (see Figure 2-13). By equipping robots with sensor systems, we 
can create platforms that assist fabricators with making informed decisions. Fabricators 
can then program a process that integrates uncertainty as a part of fabrication, rather than 
being required to envision and incorporate all of the steps ahead of time in a CAM model 
(Nikolaidis et al. 2013, Boerkoel Jr and Shah 2013). 
Research in the field of human-robot collaboration in fabrication can be categorized 
into three main areas: (1) real-time robot control technology for industrial robots, (2) 
autonomous robot fabrication with real-time data, and (3) human-robot collaborative 
fabrication.  
 
Figure 2-13. Adaptive control for robotic fabrication. 
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2.5.2.1 Real-time robot control 
Industrial robots are intended for manufacturing applications that require 
substantial safety features and predictive behavior. Consequently, manufacturers tend to 
make these robots closed systems, as opposed to more research-focused and flexible 
machines (Sharif, Agrawal, and Sweet 2017). Industrial robots are programmed with 
manufacturers’ priority programming languages, such as KRL for KUKA robots. Their 
programming is usually performed offline via an external computer, with software tools 
such as KUKA.Sim Pro for KUKA or RobotStudio for ABB robots. While these tools 
provide features adequate for industrial applications, they have limited capabilities for 
adaptive control; there is no support for advanced mathematical operations or third party 
libraries to extend the primary robot language with user-defined methods or objects. In 
addition, in order to employ external input devices such as sensors, it is necessary to install 
supplementary software packages like Kuka.RobotSensorInterface (RSI) or KUKA.PLC 
mxAutomation.  
Various research groups have investigated the creation of custom communication 
interfaces to act as middleware between user programs (such as CAD software tools in 
architecture) and robot controllers to make the interface of industrial robots more suitable 
for research and design fabrication applications. OpenShowVar is a Java-based cross-
platform program for connecting KUKA controllers to remote computers (Sanfilippo et al. 
2015). Another application, KUKA prc with mxAutomation integration, provides a plugin 
for Grasshopper 3D for real-time communication with KUKA industrial robots (Munz, 
Braumann, and Brell-Cokcan 2016). Another group of researchers has presented a means 
of integrating Kuka.RobotSensorInterface with Grasshopper3D (Sharif, Agrawal, and 
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Sweet 2017). Most recently, Machina.NET has emerged, a library for the programming 
and control of industrial robots that targets users in creative fields (e.g., designers and 
artists). This library provides a comprehensive solution for real-time robot control suitable 
for controlling systems that require concurrent responsiveness to sensory or user input 
(García del Castillo y López 2019, Garcia del Castillo Lopez 2019).  
2.5.2.2 Adaptive robotic fabrication 
Robotic fabrication for architectural construction differs from that of the 
manufacturing industry as it has to deal with unpredictability in the environmental and 
material conditions. Adaptive control is mainly intended for detailed fabrication and 
construction. Robots can be programed to integrate uncertainty into the fabrication process. 
Autonomous robots receive raw real-time environmental and material data as input, 
analyze the information and act based on predefined conditional algorithms. Such 
algorithms can be used for either corrective path planning or conditional decisionmaking. 
Based on the sensor data, the gap between scan points and the desired shape is calculated. 
The adaptive control loop then adjusts the robot planning vector parameters to achieve the 
fabrication result closest to the design intent defined in the computer model. Such 
algorithms are used to fine tune the fabrication of each single part, based on acceptable 
tolerances.  
Feng et al. discussed their computer vision-based pose estimation system that uses 
a single camera and visual marker-based metrology to detect and autonomously assemble 
non-unique and randomly placed building components such as bricks and blocks in pre-
designed modular structures (Feng et al. 2015). In another study, researchers Investigated 
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a similar topic, autonomous robotic assembly in an unstructured environment. However, 
the main difference in that study was that they used a 3D model of building components 
represented in a BIM model to detect objects via scanning without needing to sort or label 
them (Dawod and Hanna 2019). 
2.5.2.3 Human-robot collaborative fabrication 
The last collection of research on this topic explores applications of human-robot 
collaborative efforts for creative fabrication. The main requirement of this type of model 
is a system that can capture and reflect feedback from both human and robot collaborators. 
Feedback is required to create a complete closed-loop interactive system encompassing the 
human designer, digital design environment, robot fabricator, and final product.  
In a project called “Interlacing,” Dorfler et al. presented a system for concurrent human 
and robot acts of placing wooden sticks such that the overall fabricated structure 
maintained structural integrity. In this project, the general shape of the structure was 
spontaneously controlled by the designer, while the robot checked the stability of the 
structure. The robotic system was able to receive and execute human commands in real 
time, instead of executing a set of predefined procedures (Dörfler, Rist, and Rust 2013). In 
another study, Brugnaro and colleagues performed various investigations of the concept of 
“digital craftsmanship.” Their work focused on creating robotic systems that incorporated 
uncertainty in the fabrication process in order to take advantage of unanticipated formal 
configurations or performance behavior. By using sensor feedback and machine learning 
procedures, these researchers analyzed manual craftwork (see Section 2.3.1) and tried to 
provide a robotic system that would incorporate the coevolution of design by human and 
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robot fabricators (Brugnaro et al. 2016, Brugnaro and Hanna 2017, Brugnaro, Figliola, and 
Dubor 2019). 
2.5.3 Library 
The final element enhancing robotic fabrication is a component to assist with the 
decisionmaking process by offering a means of evaluating the adequacy of design choices, 
detailing, and materials selection for select robotic production techniques. With a given 
tool path, fixture location, and material property, the final shape of a fabricated part can be 
determined through simulation or experimentation. However, the main challenge a 
designer faces is inverse planning (i.e., going from a desired end shape to a tool path and 
fixture location) (Ponthot and Kleinermann 2006). In this type of scenario, a library can 
assist the designer by providing a knowledge database of methods and best design and 
fabrication practices. However, a digital fabrication library can only store and work with 
explicit knowledge, while most human fabrication skills are tacit in nature.  
Knowledge of design can be categorized into two types: explicit and tacit (Eraut 
2000, Nonaka and Konno 2005). While explicit knowledge can be represented in words 
and numbers and communicated systematically through data, scientific formulae, 
specifications, and manuals, tacit knowledge constitutes informal personal skills and is 
difficult to express, formalize, and share with others (Reber 1989, Bernal 2016a). Both tacit 
and explicit knowledge have important roles in the design-making process. Explicit 
knowledge of design is necessary for the direct exchange of ideas as shared through 
descriptions, written instructions, tool demonstrations, user manuals, and instructions 
encoded into drive robots. Tacit knowledge is more personal and gained through 
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observation, induction, and participation (rather than formal inquiry). While a maker’s 
knowledge in working with a material has a tacit nature, for computer-controlled tools this 
knowledge has to be translated into explicit information so that robots can receive the 
information, process it, and feed it back it into the system. 
Efforts to integrate tacit knowledge into the process of digital design and fabrication 
can benefit from the concept of “history-enriched digital objects” proposed by James 
Hollan (Hollan, Bederson, and Helfman 1997, Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000). Based 
on this theory, physical objects can record histories of use in ways that inform tasks and 
facilitate interaction. Hollan argued that these mechanisms can be replicated for digital 
objects and processes, “exploiting computation to develop a new history of interaction 
mechanisms that dynamically change to reflect the requirements of different tasks” 
(Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000). Part of experts' tacit knowledge is using the material 
and spatial properties of the world to perform (analog) computations to cue recall, 
accelerating identification and action. Learning from demonstration is one technique that 
captures tacit knowledge, converting it into explicit knowledge that can be stored in a 
library and used for robot action planning. In this approach, robots learn to perform skills 
or specific tasks based on human expert actions (Nikolaidis et al. 2013, Brugnaro and 
Hanna 2017, Payne 2011). A design and fabrication library can be developed incrementally 
based on both experimentation and human expert knowledge. Both real and virtual 
experimentation on interpolating the results of these experiments could yield a complete 
series of options for different design choices. The database would then grow over time with 
data obtained from continued experimentation by multiple users.  
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Figure 2-14. A design and fabrication library for human-robot collaboration. 
2.6 Conclusion 
This research examined the cognitive shift from traditional craftwork to the digital 
fabrication production process in light of distributed cognition theory, which studies 
cognitive activities beyond the brains of individuals and encompasses both the material 
and environmental context. In this definition of cognition, tools become extensions of 
human brains and bodies; they are more efficient and integrated with the cognitive system 
when used without conscious thought, focusing the attention of the user on the material. 
Thus, digital fabrication tools must be involved in the interaction between knowledge and 
embodied action. The computer-controlled machines of the future will be equipped with 
adaptive and interactive systems able to cooperate with human designers’ “plastic brains” 
(Clark 2004), actively engaging in the process of design and making. 
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CHAPTER 3. ADAPTIVE INDUSTRIAL ROBOT CONTROL 
FOR DESIGNERS 
Abstract 
In this research, we present a system that allows designers to adaptively control an 
industrial robot via a 3D modeling environment, producing real-time feedback with respect 
to visual images of the object and the robot’s pose during the fabrication process. Our work 
uses KUKA industrial robots due to their programmability and capability with regards to 
fabrication; we also employ Rhino 3D modeling software with the Grasshopper plug-in, 
which allows for visual programming. A Microsoft Kinect sensor is used to provide visual 
feedback during the fabrication process. In this work, we also present the methodology 
used to develop the system, explaining various design and architecture choices that allow 
for easy use while also ensuring that the system is open to further extension. We show 
qualitative results of the fabrication process in order to demonstrate how our proposed 
system improves interaction and collaboration between designer and robot, in contrast to 
the iterative process commonly followed. 
3.1 Introduction 
This research proposes a framework for enhancing the collaboration process 
between human designers and industrial robots. Recent technological advancements have 
led to the development of a new generation of industrial robots. Compared to earlier 
iterations, these robots are much more affordable, accurate, and flexible multi-purpose 
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manipulators. All of these aspects make them optimal tools for creative and mass-
customized architectural fabrication processes.  
In the last decade, architects have adopted industrial robots for additive, subtractive, 
and deformative fabrication activities. However, robot control and motion programming 
software packages were originally developed for the industrial mass production of 
components in factories. Robot path planning and programming is engineered for specific 
production processes and predictable outcomes. The main criteria for these systems are 
functional accuracy and repeatability over an extended operational time period. Developed 
and confirmed robot toolpaths run for several months to secure the mass production of 
particular products. Conversely, creative design and fabrication processes in architecture 
are highly exploratory, meaning that architects must solve complexities related to new 
forms, materials, and fabrication mechanisms and unpredictable construction 
environments. Solutions for these creative endeavors rely on a reciprocal investigation of 
conceptual digital and material forms. Consequently, for activities that use digital design 
and fabrication, it is essential that tools facilitate a reciprocal design and fabrication 
development process.  
However, using existing industrial robot control systems for architectural 
fabrication requires that the designer have a comprehensive view of the fabrication and 
machining process and embed all required considerations in the digital model before the 
start of the fabrication phase (Sharif and Gentry 2015b). This is a one-directional workflow 
(see Figure 3-1) in which the designer must predict the material state, tool selection, fixture 
positioning, and robot motion planning, usually based on prior experience (see Figure 3-2). 
This established workflow, a method that performs adequately and often effectively in 
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production manufacturing, does not provide room for interactive creative 
design/fabrication activity. There is a high cost and time penalty for re-work.  
 
Figure 3-1. Geometric modeling and robot path planning and simulation in a visual 
programming environment. 
 
Figure 3-2. Failed attempts at fabrication of the module before the final successful 
results; problems stemmed from incorrect materials placement, singularities, and 
unanticipated robot path optimization. 
As the conventional methods of robot control and motion programming were not 
developed based on the needs and skills of designers, researchers in these field have 
focused on producing more flexible and intuitive robot control and programming tools. 
These new software instruments have incorporated graphical programming editors such as 
Grasshopper. Different plug-ins like Kuka|prc (Braumann and Brell-Cokcan 2011), HAL 
(Schwartz 2013), and Scorpion (Elashry and Glynn 2014) for programming and kinematic 
simulation of industrial robots such as KUKA, ABB, and Universal Robots have been 
developed for Grasshopper and Dynamo. Plug-ins for graphical robot programming 
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provide the option for architectural designers to program and simulate industrial robots 
directly out of the parametric modelling environment, based on the geometric parameters 
of their designs. These tools provide interactive design and robot programming/simulation 
in the initial stages of the process. However, most of these tools result in a static robot 
control datafile that has to be transferred from a personal PC equipped with the robot 
programming tool to the robot’s computer. After path generation and export of the file, the 
connection between the design model and robot movement path is completely 
disconnected. By the start of the fabrication process, the designer has no control in real 
time. The final physical prototype outcomes are still highly dependent on the architect’s 
predictive ability to design, fabricate, analyze, and process models.  
Consequently, this research proposes an integrated framework that transforms the 
current one-directional workflow of the design-to-fabrication process into a comprehensive 
closed-loop methodology. By using the proposed system, designers can now monitor the 
fabrication process and control robots in real time. The system provides the functionality 
necessary for users to modify programmed robot toolpaths in response to materials 
tolerances and dynamic or unstructured environmental conditions that vary from the 
expected state. Changes to a robot’s toolpath may also be required based on the designer’s 
choice of a different course of action during the fabrication process in pursuit of a more 
desirable design and fabrication outcome.  
3.2 Background  
Robot manufacturers produce robots for two major target user types, manufacturing 
professionals and research and development practitioners. While the mechanical and 
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hardware requirements of robots for these two user groups are similar, the software and 
control requirements are quite different. While the manufacturing industry requires more 
substantial safety features and easier operational interfaces, researchers, including design 
researchers, prefer greater control over the robot. In the last few years, manufacturers of 
robot have invested substantially in the development of research robots, also known as 
collaborative robots.  
Collaborative robotics is a new research and development approach being pursued 
in the robotics industry. By design, collaborative robots are equipped with communications 
interfaces that provide accessible external control. These new interfaces and internal 
sensors (e.g., motor torques, joint torque sensors) and external sensor systems (e.g., 
cameras, 3D or laser scanners) enable the use of accessible programming to define robot 
toolpaths. Robots such as LBR iwaa from Kuka, Yumi from ABB, UR10 and UR5 from 
Universal Robots, and Baxter and Saywer from Rethink Robotics were developed based 
on the principals of human-robot interaction. They are usually lightweight and desktop-
sized, and thus much more portable than their industrial counterparts. A major feature is 
that such robots can perform in close proximity to and in collaboration with human workers 
(Shepherd and Buchstab 2014). 
The controller kernels of these robots are modular with open interfaces that enable 
the object-oriented programming of complex robot kinematics. They also make external 
control and integration of sensor systems relatively straightforward. Taking advantage of 
these integrated features, researchers have begun developing interactive robotic fabrication 
applications. Elshary and Glynn created a robot control plug-in for Universal Robots in the 
Grasshopper environment. Scorpion takes advantage of Java and Python object-oriented 
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programming languages and their existing libraries for programming  and real-time 
visualization of robot toolpaths and configurations (Elashry and Glynn 2014). Other 
researchers have developed a system for onsite robot programming that leverages the 
embedded force torque sensors of the Kuka LBR iiwa robot to facilitate human-robot 
collaboration and manage materials tolerances during the fabrication process (Stumm et al. 
2016). 
While collaborative robots offer researchers excellent features, they suffer from 
lower payloads. A robot’s payload is the maximum weight it can pick up or manipulate; 
the measure is especially important for architectural fabrication processes, as robots often 
must handle heavy construction materials such as concrete, metal, and stone and apply 
substantial force for processes such as milling, lifting, and assembly. While collaborative 
robots have about 5 to 10 Kg payloads, industrial robots offering medium payloads from 
50 to 150 Kg and high payloads from 250 to 600 Kg that are more suitable for architectural 
construction processes. However, as discussed above, these robots are not equipped with 
flexible programming and control interfaces. In order to make high payload industrial 
robots suitable for research and design fabrication applications, it is necessary to develop 
custom communication interfaces that provide the flexibility required for adequate control.  
3.3 Adaptive Control Interfaces for Industrial Robots 
Kuka industrial robots are programmed in Kuka’s own programming language, 
Kuka Robot Language (KRL) (2003). KRL is a text-based language that contains tool and 
machine movement commands, as well as data type declarations, conditional clauses, and 
interaction with tools and sensors via digital or analog input/output operations. KRL 
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programming is usually performed offline via an external computer through software tools 
such as KUKA.Sim Pro or Kuka|PRC, along with a visual programming interface. While 
KRL’s features are adequate for industrial applications, it has limited capabilities with 
regards to adaptive control; there is no support for advanced mathematical operations or 
third party libraries included to extend it with user-defined methods or objects (Sanfilippo 
et al. 2015). In addition, in order to use external input devices such as sensors, it is 
necessary to install supplementary software packages such as Kuka.RobotSensorInterface 
or Kuka.Ethernet KRL XML. 
Various research groups have attempted to create custom communication interfaces 
to act as middleware between user programs (e.g., CAD software in architecture) and robot 
controllers in order to make the interface of this type of industrial robot suitable for research 
and design fabrication applications. One open-source communication interface for Kuka 
industrial robots, OpenShowVar, is a Java-based cross-platform package developed by 
researchers at Aalesund University College in Norway (Sanfilippo et al. 2015).  
JOpenShowVar is a custom-designed program that connects to a Kuka controller from a 
remote computer via TCP/IP, without using a Kuka software package such as Robot Sensor 
Interface (RSI) or Ethernet.XML. This system uses KUKAVARPROXY, a server 
developed in Visual Basic to implement the Kuka CrossComm interface and allow for 
interaction with real-time robot control processes. JOpenShowVar, which is written in 
Java, runs as a client on a remote computer connected to the Kuka controller via TCP/IP. 
The Java-based platform allows for high-level programming and use of third-party 
libraries. However, as discussed above, when accessed via TCP/IP through the 
KUKAVARPROXY server, it creates unavoidable delays in real-time access to the robot’s 
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data; thus, it can only be used for soft real-time applications. In addition, as this system is 
based on Java, it makes if difficult to work with C#.NET components in Grasshopper and 
Rhino .NET Software Developers Kit, the target application for the creative industry.  
Another interface currently available for Kuka robots is mxAutomation, which 
allows for real-time communication with Kuka industrial robots (Munz, Braumann, and 
Brell-Cokcan 2016, Braumann and Brell-Cokcan 2015). The mxAutomation software 
package was created in collaboration with Siemens; it has two main parts, a server program 
that runs on the Kuka robot controller (KRC) and a robot control program with a client 
library that runs on a remote computer. These two parts are connected via either field buses 
such as EtherCAT or a user datagram protocol (UDP) and Ethernet. The authors developed 
a custom client software that connects the mxAutomation library with Robots in 
Architecture’s KUKA|prc framework that runs in the Rhino/Grasshopper environment. 
This allows for the exchange of data between a remote computer with KUKA|prc and a 
robot. While the system offers a high-level programming interface for the user with 
promising applications, it requires the use of the mxAutomation software package.  
3.4 Method  
This research proposes a framework for human-robot interaction that has two main 
elements: 1) an adaptive robot control system based on sensor feedback and 2) a design-
fabrication library. The main advantage of our proposed framework compared to other 
research efforts to develop adaptive robot control is the use of real-time feedback from a 
scanning system, as well as the reading/writing of data to/from a design-fabrication library.  
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The present work discusses the first element of the framework, the adaptive robot 
control system. The system architecture diagram in Figure 3-3 offers a high-level view of 
our creation and its major components. The adaptive control system uses the following 
hardware and software elements as a testbed for the framework. For hardware, we 
employed Industrial Kuka robotic arms with either KRC2 or KRC4 operating systems and 
Microsoft Kinect as the 3D scanner. For software, we used Rhino 3D, Grasshopper, the 
KUKA|prc robot programming plug-in for Grasshopper, Kuka RSI, and Kinect Fusion 
library. The only prerequisite is that the user must have a solid understanding of computer 
networking and the KRL programming language. 
 
Figure 3-3. Proposed real-time control system architecture for Kuka industrial 
robots. The server runs as a client on a remote computer. The server interacts locally 
with Rhino/Grasshopper and remotely communicates with Kuka KRC via TCI/IP. 
Feedback data from the Kinect 3D scanner is received by Grasshopper.   






















• Target users: This system is intended for use in design and fabrication processes, 
and thus architects and designers are the target users. As a result, it is important that 
the system sync with and run on CAD applications such as Rhino/Grasshopper and 
Autodesk Dynamo for visual programming purposes. 
• Speed: Although Microsoft Windows computers do not provide hard real-time 
communication, it was desirable to minimize the communication lag between the 
robot control system and remote computer as much as possible. Industrial robots 
have real-time constraints, and hence maintaining the speed of the application is 
imperative. 
• Native packages: This system employs Kuka’s own software package, Kuka Real-
time Sensor Interface (RSI), for real-time communication and to ensure system 
compatibility.    
• Flexibility: Our system provides a structure and system architecture that offers the 
future possibility of including third party libraries. 
Our overall architecture consists of three high-level modules: an RSI-Grasshopper 
module, Kinect-Grasshopper module, and KUKA RSI server (see Figure 3-4). We outline 
the design of each module below.  
3.4.1 KUKA RSI Server  
KUKA robots allow for real-time control via the KUKA.RobotSensorInterface 
from an external PC over an Ethernet connection. To enable this, the user must write a 
UDP-based network server on an external PC in the programming language of their choice 
and provide the Internet Protocol address of the server to the robot via the RSI 
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configuration XML. This allows for bidirectional communication between the robot and 
server, and thus for robot motion to be corrected via XML-based instructions. We 
developed our RSI server in the Python programming language due to its ease of use in 
experimentation and abundance of libraries of network operations. Our implementation 
supports both KUKA KRC2 and KRC4 robots. 
Our RSI server spawns three sub-servers: robot, read, and write server. These are 
essentially sub-processes that communicate among one another. The robot server connects 
to the KUKA robot over UDP and always responds to the robot within the 12-millisecond 
time limit, in order to maintain a hard real-time constraint and keep the connection active. 
This also allows the read and write servers to perform long-running operations 
independently and not violate the response time constraint. The robot server checks for any 
new input at each cycle before transferring the input or a standard response without 
correction to the robot, while also always updating the new robot configuration via its 
internal data structures. The read server reads the RSI data from the robot server's internal 
structures and provides it to the user in a JSON format for display or logging. The write 
server accepts input from the user in the form of a JSON of per-axis corrections and 
transforms this input into a JSON format that is then sent to the robot server; there, it is 
used to encode valid XML and then is sent to the robot. We use JSON to communicate 
between the three sub-servers due to its ease of use with Python and many other high-level 
languages (such as Matlab or C#) and relatively low memory requirements (as compared 
to XML). All communication among the three sub-servers is done using inter-process 
messaging queues.  
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To ensure the safety of the robot and not violate its torque correction limits while 
performing robot corrections via the RSI, we chunk all corrections into smaller corrections 
of 2 millimeters or less, and generate the appropriate number of UDP packets; these are 
sent in batches. This also provides smoother path corrections for the robot and allows for 
better feedback to the user. The chunk size is a configurable variable in our program, 
permitting either very slow and small or large and rapid motions, as desired.  
From the KRL programming end, the RSI object is created and correction limit set 
to the approximate boundaries of the workspace in which the robot will operate. This 
ensures that the KRL program does not give an error due to limit violations. The RSI object 
is enabled when the program is run, allowing it to communicate with the RSI server. 
 
Figure 3-4. Kuka RSI server and sensor feedback system structure. 
3.4.2 RSI-Grasshopper Module  
To allow for Rhino 3D to transfer user updates to connected robots, we developed 
an RSI-Grasshopper module using the Grasshopper plug-in (see Figure 3-5). This module 
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allows for the integration of Rhino 3D with the RSI server by linking Rhino 3D UI elements 
with data in the RSI server via tool center point (TCP) Ethernet connections. The read and 
write sub-servers in the RSI server provide an external interface for our RSI server, 
allowing us to send the robot corrections and receive the RSI data. In this module, we create 
the TCP requests to transfer data to the write server, read the robot pose from the read 
server, and update the Rhino 3D user interface, thus allowing the user real-time control and 
updates. The server and added module in Grasshopper can together receive and see the 
robot’s actual position and send toolpath corrections in real time.   
 
Figure 3-5. Grasshopper plug-in developed for the present research: server 
connection, data read, and data write. 
3.4.3 Kinect-Grasshopper Module  
To allow for visual feedback of the object being fabricated, we integrated Kinect 
sensor feedback into Rhino 3D by developing a Kinect-Grasshopper plug-in module (see 
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Figure 3-6). The Kinect acts as a 3D scanner to generate a real-time point cloud of the 
object as feedback to the user. Using the Kinect Fusion Library in the C# programming 
language, we developed a plug-in for Grasshopper that brings the Fusion depth stream to 
Grasshopper, providing a 3D point cloud of the actual physical environment of the part 
under fabrication inside the Grasshopper environment. Using this 3D view, the user is able 
to move the robot TCP to an actual point in physical space via the RSI-Grasshopper module 
and use the visual feedback from the Kinect window to guide the robot.   
As future steps in service of completing this system, we intend to develop a 
structure where by overlapping the mesh generated from the Kinect point cloud data onto 
the existing CAD model, it will be possible to measure deviations between the expected 
3D and actual physical forms.  
 
Figure 3-6. Grasshopper and Kinect Fusion. 
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3.5 Conclusions and Future Steps 
In this research, we described the first part of a real-time framework for robotic 
fabrication, particularly the integration of a Rhino/Grasshopper CAD modeling and visual 
programming environment with an industrial robot, allowing for instant feedback during 
the fabrication process. We described the architecture of our system, which provides a 
means of maintaining the real-time constraints required by such a robot and provides the 
end user with an efficient means of completing their task without damaging the robot or its 
surroundings. Visual feedback in terms of both robot and 3D depth data from a Microsoft 
Kinect with a Kinect Fusion library is used to provide comprehensive information 
throughout the process.  
In the next step in the development of this comprehensive human-robot interaction 
framework, we will focus on producing a design-fabrication library that will utilize this 
adaptive robot control system to store various design and fabrication information in its 
database. This library will assist designers In the conceptual design stage  with 
decisionmaking regarding the adequacy of their design choices, detailing, materials 
selected for robotic production techniques, and end effectors. This design library will be 
instantiated incrementally based on experimentation and human expert knowledge. It will 
grow over time to incorporate data from ongoing experimentation by multiple users 
enabled by the system described here.  In addition, a user study on the human-robot 
Interaction aspects of the system will be performed. This study will compare scenarios of 
identical fabrication processes with and without the assistance of the adaptive robot control 
system, measuring aspects such as time, success rate, number of successful attempts, and 
quality of the final product. 
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CHAPTER 4. ROBOTIC FABRICATION LIBRARY 
4.1  Introduction 
Creative design and fabrication in architecture is an abductive and highly 
exploratory process. Architects investigate and solve complexities related to new forms, 
materials, and fabrication mechanisms and unpredictable construction environments by 
relying on a reciprocal investigation of conceptual digital and material forms. However, 
working with robotic technologies imposes a divide between the acts of designing and 
making. The current process of design for robotic fabrication is mostly a unidirectional 
workflow in which the designer must predict the material state, tool selection, fixture 
positioning, and robot motion, usually based on prior experience. Human-robot 
collaboration is the foundation of efforts to enhance robotic applications in creative 
architectural fabrication processes. In a successful collaboration, human designers are the 
creative force in this process. Their vision is executed by machine fabricators via unique 
specifications in order to produce the intended artifacts.  
This dissertation investigates how feedback on the state of materialized and 
embodied artifacts can be incorporated into various solutions for enhancing human-robot 
collaboration workflow. Feedback on a material’s state can be captured using digital tools 
such as sensors, scanners, and cameras, or by relying on human analog sensing such as 
vision and touch. Feedback is required to create a complete closed-loop interactive system 
for bidirectional design-to-fabrication workflow (Garcia del Castillo Lopez 2019, Munz, 
Braumann, and Brell-Cokcan 2016, Brugnaro and Hanna 2017, Stumm et al. 2016).  
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Figure 4-1. Design and fabrication library for human-robot collaboration. 
Captured feedback can be used in two major ways to facilitate collaborative design-
to-fabrication processes (see Figure 4-1). First, feedback enables real-time adaptive control 
of robots by gathering data from various sensors and feeding that information into the 
system, modifying the robot’s operation based on the material’s conditions. Adaptive 
control systems help fabricators program processes that integrate uncertainty as a part of 
fabrication by capturing and reflecting feedback from both human and robot collaborators. 
Various studies have reported on a number of adaptive control systems developed for 
creative fabrication (Garcia del Castillo Lopez 2019, Brugnaro, Figliola, and Dubor 2019, 
Sharif, Agrawal, and Sweet 2017). Second, the feedback captured and recorded from 
digital sensors or human inspection and experience can be formalized and stored in a 
library for future reuse. A well-defined and broadly adopted design and fabrication library 
would assist users with decisionmaking by offering solutions for processes, materials, 
geometries, tools, and fabrication instructions.  
As compared to adaptive control, there are few research precedents that have 
investigated a library or database component for human-robot collaborative systems. Each 
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year, numerous studies on robotic fabrication in architecture are completed. Work is 
evolving from both controlled laboratory experiments and onsite robotic installations 
(Lloret-Fritschi et al. 2018, Schwinn 2017, Peters and Belden 2014). While these projects 
propose creative solutions for integrating sensor input and real-time feedback into the 
design and fabrication process, the solutions tend mostly to be project-based. Moreover, 
there is no standard data structure format for information capture nor ability for others to 
reuse project-based knowledge in future endeavors. Much of the information on creative 
design solutions and fabrication methods generated during these projects is not recorded.  
Papers and reports tend to describe overall strategies and levels of success, but few include 
implementation details. The lack of a centralized and accessible knowledge repository 
results in the loss of valuable design knowledge that could otherwise be reused and built 
upon. 
There are a few notable projects that are helping define the requirements for design 
and fabrication databases. Dritsas discussed the concept of a library in the form of a plugin 
for Grasshopper in order to help designers discover ideas for design and fabrication (Dritsas 
2015). However, the study does not provide much detail on the implementation or 
application of such a system. Maidin et al. proposed the use of a design feature database as 
a knowledge-based tool to guide designers at the creative conceptual design stage for 
additive manufacturing (AM) processes. While this database considers various materials 
and machine options for AM, its main focus is on the buildability of various design options 
(Maidin, Campbell, and Pei 2012).  
In this chapter, we propose a high-level structure for a library data model targeting 
robotic fabrication. The library is defined as a structured knowledge database of successful 
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fabrication methods and their requirements. The main goal of the library is to provide users 
with process data to help them in their decisionmaking. Related data from prior projects 
with similar fabrication processes, tools, setups, materials, and instructions would help 
users avoid errors, shorten the time required to produce useful parts, and develop new ideas 
by learning from past experiences. 
Like any other computer application, a digital fabrication library can only store and 
work with explicit knowledge that can be represented as words and numbers and 
communicated systematically through data, scientific formulae, specifications, and 
manuals (Eraut 2000, Nonaka and Konno 2005). However, designers and fabricators' 
expert knowledge and personal skills are mostly tacit and difficult to express, formalize, 
and share with others (Reber 1989, Bernal 2016b). Tacit knowledge is personal and often 
gained through observation, induction, and participation (rather than formal inquiry). 
While a maker's knowledge in working with a material is tacit in nature, this knowledge 
has to be translated into an explicit structure so that it can be stored in a digitized database 
and used to operate robots and other computer-controlled tools.  
Consequently, the proposed structure for this database is a roadmap according to 
which information can be captured and connected. The remainder of this chapter discusses 
the main elements of the library (i.e., the entities) and the relationships among them. It is 
anticipated that the proposed data model will facilitate a stepwise modeling of the entire 
fabrication process such that the user’s tacit knowledge can successfully be stored.  
4.2 A Process-centric Data Model 
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The core concept supporting the design and fabrication library is the fabrication 
process, which refers to the act of making. Thus, this research adopts a process-centric 
approach as a systematic method for organizing data for use in this type of library. This 
dissertation builds upon the previous work on process modeling by researchers at the 
Digital Building Lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Eastman et al. 2009, Barak et 
al. 2009, Eastman, Lee, and Sacks 2002). Bernal proposed the use of model-based 
engineering concepts for capturing, structuring, and representing the tacit knowledge 
embedded in design patterns so that this knowledge could be reused for the generation of 
design alternatives (Bernal 2016a, b). Valdes et al. demonstrated a diagrammatic language 
that helped students represent and reflect on their intended fabrication and assembly 
activities (Valdes, Cavieres, and Gentry 2013). This method borrowed from the syntactical 
structure of conceptual maps (CMaps) developed by researchers at the Florida Institute for 
Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC). Concept maps are graphical tools that help users 
organize and represent relationships among concepts to facilitate easy navigation and 
sharing (Novak and Cañas 2006, 2007). 
The entity-relationship (ER) model as been adopted as the diagrammatic language 
for the conceptual modeling of this fabrication library (Navathe and Elmasri 2010). In the 
first step, the five main entities of the library are introduced: Process, Material, Geometry, 
Tool, and Instruction (see Figure 4-2). This step is followed by a detailed definition of the 
relationships among the entities (see Figure 4-3). An example from a robotic sheet metal 
folding process is provided to illustrate the concepts discussed (see Figure 4-4 to Figure 
7-12). 
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However, it should be noted that the attributes required for detailed definitions of 
the entities are not represented at this stage. Identification of these attributes is an endeavor 
that requires further study of various processes, tools, and material types. Consequently, 
several chapters of this dissertation (Chapters 5 to 7) focus on various case studies of 
different fabrication methods, tools, materials, and instructions in order to provide more 
in-depth insight into these requirements. The goal of this study is to illuminate the level of 
detail required for defining a comprehensive library structure. 
4.3 Structure of the Library 
This section offers a high-level articulation of the library structure. There are five 
major entities in the library. Each of these components is further broken down into sub-
types. The proper connection and synchronization of these entities defines the essential 
structure for correctly representing fabrication knowledge. 
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Figure 4-2. EER diagram of the library's entities and subtypes. 
The process entity is the core of the library. It represents any physical activity that 
is required to construct the final form of a component from raw materials, based on a set 
of specifications and using various tools. Processes can be categorized into two primary 
sets of activities: fabrication and assembly. Fabrication processes are additive, subtractive, 
or deformative operations that transform raw materials and parts into intended components. 
Assembly processes are required for connecting discrete fabricated components by using 
connector parts and materials (i.e., screws, bolts, adhesives, locking joints) to form the final 
product (see Figure 4-2). The process itself describes activities at a high level, such as in 
metal bending, bricklaying, and woodworking. It is necessary to break each process down 
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into multiple process steps in order to accurately capture the entire activity. Process steps 
are granular activities during which the part changes in form and is moved closer to the 
desired outcome. For example, a metal bending process can be itemized into: pick-up, 
move, place, bend, and rotate process steps (see Figure 7-12). A woodworking process can 
include process steps such as mill, drill, cut, and carve. In a complete fabrication or 
assembly process, the process steps are repeated multiple times in various orders. Each can 
have different instructions for operation. A robotic metal folding process can have several 
continuous sequences of a series of process step operations (e.g., pick-up, rotate, place, 
bend) to represent a complete deformative fabrication process. Various robotic fabrication 
processes and process steps are discussed in detail in Chapters 6 and 7. 
The tool entity is the next component of the library structure. Tools can be either 
computer- or human-controlled (see Figure 2). Examples of computer-controlled tools 
include robotic arms, CNC mills, water-jet cutters, and laser cutters. Human-controlled 
tools can either be simple implements such as chisels, hammers, and screwdrivers, or 
electrical devices like table saws and chop saws. All process steps are performed by one or 
multiple synchronized tools. These tools are operated based on a set of instructions with 
the goal of producing a desired geometrical form. Each tool has various affordances and 
limitations that should be considered during fabrication and assembly activities. For 
example, the tools for a robotic straight-line sheet metal folding include one industrial 
robotic arm enhanced with a gripper end-effector and one additional stationery gripper (see 
Figure 7-8). Further explanation of the various tools of fabrication is offered in Chapters 6 
and 7.  
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The geometry entity is defined in close relation to tools and instructions. In any 
process step, tools perform fabrication activities to affect a materialized change in the parts 
in order to satisfy the geometric data that the designer has defined. Every tool can operate 
with either a 2D or 3D geometry. The five sets of 3D geometries that are required for 
completing the robotic sheet metal folding of a part are illustrated in Figure 7-11 and 
discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
The material entity represents the physical constituent required for a process. Both 
unfinished and finished materials are used in fabrication and assembly activities (see Figure 
4-2). Examples of unfinished materials include sheet metal, timber wood, sheet plastic, and 
uncured concrete. Instances of finished materials include made-to-stock components such 
as screws, bolts, and nuts. Tools are used to transform unfinished material into desired 
geometric forms. Finished materials are mostly used as fasteners for assembly. A detailed 
analysis of the attributes and proposed data structure for a sample construction material 
(i.e., masonry) can be found in Chapter 5. 
The part entity depicts both the input and final output of a process step (see Figure 
4-2). The input for the first process step is usually an unfinished material such as a piece 
of timber wood or sheet metal. Cutting the process step would convert it into an output part 
with specific geometric definitions. The cut timber wood or sheet metal part becomes an 
input part in the second process step, which can be either drilling for wood or bending for 
sheet metal.  Figure 7-9 shows the input and final output parts for the robotic sheet metal 
folding example (see Chapter 7 for details). 
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The instruction entity goes hand-in-hand with tools and geometries. Instructions 
can be either machine-readable (e.g., KUKA KRL or G-Code) or human-readable (e.g., 
shop drawings) (see Figure 4-2). Their primary function is to assist the tool operator (either 
computer or machine) in performing a task. Instructions provide guidance adequate to 
transform a part into the desired geometric shape in a fabrication process or connect 
multiple parts in an assembly activity. Figure 4-9 presents an example of the instructions 
that go with every process step for a full set of sheet metal folding operations. Chapters 6 
and 7 provide a detailed explanation of the instructions for two case studies: a robotic 
masonry wall fabrication and robotic sheet metal folding. 
 
Figure 4-3. ERR diagram of the process-centric library. 
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All of these major sets of entities are connected to one another, together forming a 
connected process model. The diagram in Figure 4-3 illustrates the high-level structure of 
the library. The proposed data model facilitates stepwise modeling of the entire design and 
fabrication process. In this system, the model is structured around the fabrication process 
as the core element of the library. It is supported by other factors that are also required for 
its realization. Every process is composed of several process steps. Tools perform the 
process task by following a set of instructions. Tools modify the input part to produce a 
final output part that matches the intended geometry. Figure 4-4 presents an example of a 
robotic sheet metal folding process (P01) that is comprised of four bending process steps 
(PS01 to PS04). The input part (see P01 in Figure 4-4 and left image in Figure 7-9) goes 
through four steps of deformation (P02 to P04), till it finally matches the final intended 
geometry (see P05 in Figure 4-4 and right image in Figure 7-9). The same set of tools, a 
robotic arm with a gripper end-effector, and stationary gripper are used for all four process 
steps (see Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-8). A set of instructions for moving the robotic arm and 




Figure 4-4. Expanded high-level conceptual diagram for the robotic sheet metal 
folding process. 
 
Figure 4-5. Stepwise sequence of steps in the robotic sheet metal folding process (PS01 
to PS04). 
 
Figure 4-6. Stepwise geometries for the robotic sheet metal folding sequence (left to 
right: G01 to G05). 
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Figure 4-7. Flat input part (P01) before robot operations (left) and folded output part 
(P05) after the robot folding process (right), producing the desired final geometry. 
 
Figure 4-8. Required tools and environment setup for the robotic sheet metal folding 
process (T01: robot arm, T02: arm gripper, and T03: stationary gripper). 
 
Figure 4-9. Stepwise high-level instructions for robotic sheet metal folding. 
4.4 Conclusion 
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This chapter emphasizes the role of captured and reused feedback in developing a 
human-robot collaboration framework for enhancing bi-directional design and fabrication 
processes. In addition to using real-time feedback during the act of fabrication, feedback 
can be captured, stored, and reused to preserve knowledge in a library. A well-defined and 
broadly adopted design and fabrication library can assist users with decisionmaking by 
offering fabrication process alternatives, as well as material selection, detailing, and 
machine setting options. Consequently, a high-level process-centric data model for such a 
library is proposed. This library and data model are intended for architectural design-to-
fabrication processes focused on either creative form development or the fabrication of 
customized parts and prototypes in small batches. It should be noted that this model of 
fabrication has inherently different characteristics and needs from those of industrial 
production requirements.   
While a well-defined structure for this type of library is needed, the structure alone 
is not sufficient. In addition to an adequate data model and proper technological 
implementation, the success of a database relies on the social aspect of its adoption and 
user contributions. The data required for a functionally successful library should be 
gathered from experimentation and human expert knowledge inputs that are added to the 
database incrementally over time. This type of library requires a proper data model and 
database system, but those alone will not make it successful without a community of users 
to add information and draw upon it.  
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CHAPTER 5. PARAMETRIC PRODUCT LIBRARIES: 
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A MASONRY 
UNIT DATABASE  
Abstract 
This research describes the development of an industry standard data model for concrete 
and clay masonry units based on the requirements defined by the Building Information 
Modeling for Masonry Initiative (BIM-M). We begin with a review of classification 
systems and building object model libraries, examining examples of the product 
standardization that has taken place as a result of this classification. Data requirements are 
explained from a stakeholder perspective, beginning with early-stage design where 
masonry units are selected based on initial design criteria, and moving to installation where 
contractors use unit data to procure, estimate, and install units. The data model represents 
a broad range of information beyond simple geometry, in order to facilitate design and 
construction activities specific to masonry.  In this work, we describe a process for the 
parametric representation and storage of digital masonry units that allows for speedy 
retrieval of such units from a database. A method for storing and mapping colors and 
textures onto the units for product visualization is also presented. Finally, we discuss the 
commercial implementation of the data model proposed here, and demonstrate links 
between the database and both web and BIM platforms.  Using masonry as an example, we 
show how complex building objects that have heretofore been outside the scope of BIM 
models and processes can be integrated into modern design and construction procedures. 
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5.1 Introduction  
Building Information Modeling (BIM) supports industry standard data models that 
facilitate information sharing and exchange among architecture, engineering, and 
construction (AEC) stakeholders. In collaboration with manufacturers and providers of 
building products and systems, the programmatic requirements of building design and 
construction can be captured and used in the development of data models (Eastman et al. 
2011). These data models encapsulate and codify industry standard product descriptions 
and enable queries across BIM software platforms. In the AEC industry, these data models 
and related software and business processes are core BIM elements.  
Different sectors in the construction industry, including structural steel AISC 
(Crowley and Watson 1997), precast concrete (PCI) (Eastman, Lee, and Sacks 2003), and 
cast-in-place concrete ACI (Barak et al. 2009) have recognized the need to implement BIM 
standards and adopt the required processes for development of data models, thus allowing 
for the accurate exchange of construction information among designers, engineers, 
contractors, and fabricators. Among these materials-specific data models, structural steel 
is the most mature; the standardization of steel shapes in the late 1800’s formed the basis 
for the steel components used in buildings today (Standard Specifications for Structural 
Steel 1896). 
5.1.1 BIM Standards and Processes in the Masonry Industry 
Different from the structural steel and precast concrete industries, the adoption of 
BIM by the masonry trade has been hindered due to the complexity of masonry products 
and construction systems, as well as by a lack of modeling schema for masonry units, walls, 
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and buildings. Early work by our research team demonstrated the potential for linking 
parametric models of concrete masonry units (CMU) directly to structural analysis 
(Cavieres, Gentry, and Al-Haddad 2008). Monteiro et al. discussed the possibility of 
modeling the architectural aspects of masonry in AutoDesk Revit and identified a lack of 
data models for masonry components and assemblies (2009). Knight and Sass developed 
parametric modeling techniques for custom block systems, along with a grammar to 
describe their order of assembly (2010). Nawari established an initial concept for 
representing masonry walls in IFCs and identified the basic data requirements for the 
structural analysis of masonry using that form of representation (2011). More recent work 
by our team introduced the concept of an object-oriented representation for masonry walls 
(Cavieres, Gentry, and Al-Haddad 2011). 
On the construction side, stakeholders have questioned the value and applicability 
of BIM applications and processes to masonry-specific tasks.  The 2014 McGraw Hill 
SmartMarket Report showed that masonry and concrete contractors were among the least 
likely to adopt BIM in their practice (Jones and Bernstein 2012). A common response to 
questions about BIM has been that the “functionality does not apply well enough to what 
we do.” In 2015, a group of mason contractors surveyed by our colleagues indicated that 
they would adopt a 3D modeling tool that addressed site logistics (with an 81.5% positive 
response) and project scheduling (with an 88.9% positive response).  In the same survey, 
however, 56% of mason contractors stated that they had not yet used BIM. When queried 
regarding their impressions of BIM, the most common response was “BIM does not apply 
to us” (23%), followed by “BIM is a good tool but with qualifications” (17%) (Kinateder 
2015).  
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In light of this situation, the Building Information Modeling for Masonry Initiative 
(BIM-M) was organized in North America in 2013 in effort to advance the use of BIM for 
masonry. Stakeholders supporting the initiative include masonry-related professional 
societies, materials manufacturers, contractors, and labor unions 
(http://www.bimformasonry.org). In its first year, BIM-M published a roadmap for 
establishing the requirements for masonry data models to support the design, planning, 
procurement, and construction of masonry buildings (Gentry, Eastman, and Biggs 2013). 
The roadmap identified three key projects for the initial focus of BIM-M: (1) development 
of a standard representation for masonry units (the activity reported in the present 
research), (2) development of a standard representation for masonry walls and systems 
(Cavieres and Gentry 2015), and (3) the completion of case studies to establish “current 
state” and “future state” practices for the application of BIM in masonry projects (Lee et 
al. 2015).  This study focuses on the development of a masonry unit database (MUD), 
drawing from the stakeholder analyses and wall schema development in related projects. 
5.1.2 Masonry Unit Database 
The design and construction of masonry buildings involves the exchange of 
substantial technical information among a wide range of project participants throughout 
the lifecycle of a building project; such participants include architectural designers, 
structural and energy analysts, masonry manufacturers and vendors, masons, and mason 
contractors. A primary goal of the MUD project was to facilitate this process by developing 
an infrastructure for allowing the electronic exchange of technical information between 
various BIM software applications. Effective data exchange required the development of a 
data structure to represent masonry buildings, with intelligent masonry objects enhanced 
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with embedded information and logic regarding the masonry objects themselves and their 
relationships to other objects in the building model.  
MUD is a type of building product library specifically tailored for masonry products 
such as clay brick, concrete masonry units, cast stone, and cut stone. MUD can be 
compared to the database of hot rolled steel shapes created by the American Institute of 
Steel Construction (AISC) (AISC 2017) and British Standards Institute (BSI), which forms 
the data foundation of structural steel modeling and fabrication software (Crowley and 
Watson 1997).  In any BIM masonry building project, MUD can serve as an integral part 
of the project model’s development, as it provides access to the details of various masonry 
products such as unit geometry, material properties, color, and texture.  
5.1.3 Building Product Libraries 
Building product information is required by different project actors throughout the 
lifecycle of a building project, from design to the construction and eventual maintenance 
stages (Eastman et al. 2011, Afsari and Eastman 2014, Costa and Madrazo 2015). In any 
building project, building products account for 40% to 70% of the cost of construction 
(Jaśkowski, Sobotka, and Czarnigowska 2018, Lu et al. 2018). There are thousands of 
building product manufacturers, and each produces a variety of items to fulfill a wide range 
of architectural and engineering requirements. Traditionally, information describing these 
products has been delivered in printed catalogs. More recently, the same type of material 
has become accesible via digital catalogs and manufacturers’ websites.  In many cases, 
these data are not compatible with BIM evironments (e.g., they appear as PDF documents 
or written product specifications)  and cannot be used directly in BIM models. The 
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advancement of BIM software tools and online systems has provided more efficient means 
for practitioners to acquire and utilize building product information. In a BIM model, 
manufactured building products such as doors, windows, and masonry units can be defined 
as Building Object Models (BOM) (Eastman et al. 2011), also called building element or 
component models (Arnold and Wishart 2008, Costa and Madrazo 2015). BOMs are 
abstract representations of physical elements that have certain properties such as 2D or 3D 
geometric representations, geometry parameters, materials properties and representations, 
performance specifications, connection locations, and links to product distribution 
channels (Eastman et al. 2011, Knight 2012).  
Specific BOMs developed by the manufacturers of building products are not 
directly included in BIM authoring tools such as Autodesk Revit, but are accessible from 
manufacturers’ websites and online databases known as BOM libraries (Afsari and 
Eastman 2014). A BOM library or database is a collection of related data that is used to 
provide easy access, management, searching, and visualization of BIM objects. BOM 
libraries serve as access points for a variety of BIM objects, supporting hierarchical 
navigation, searches, downloads, and in some cases uploads of BOM files (Eastman et al. 
2011, Costa and Madrazo 2015, Arnold and Wishart 2008). Having a consistent and 
standardized system of representing and storing BOM data for use in BIM models 
beginning at the early conceptual design stage would be especially beneficial in the later 
stages of building project development. Standardized object models would facilitate 
materials takeoff, cost estimation, and facility management in the later phases of a building 
project’s development (AECMag 2014).  BOM libraries provide designers with a wide 
selection of materials and comparison tools for effective component selection. In addition, 
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they are beneficial for BIM projects because they enable the reuse of predefined models, 
reduce modeling costs, and cut total project time (Zhang and Xing 2013, AECMag 2014).  
Generally speaking, BOMs represent geometry well. However, non-geometric data 
such as engineering properties, compatibility with other products, minimum order 
quantities, and lead times are usually missing. If data from a BOM library are downloaded 
into a model, it is possible that the data will become obsolete. Moreover, if data from a 
BOM library are linked or referenced, there is some risk that the links will become 
disconnected from the model. MUD was developed to address these limitations. 
MUD acts as a special purpose BOM library for masonry unit products. This library 
is based on a proposed standardized system for classification and representation of masonry 
units, and tailored to act as a repository for masonry wall design and detailing software 
(Cavieres and Gentry 2015). MUD was intended to satisfy two main purposes: first, to act 
as a library of masonry units to be accessed via BIM software tools and embedded with 
information for design, engineering, and construction purposes; and second, to create an e-
commerce platform for manufacturers, suppliers, masonry purchasers, and contractors to 
use when comparing, selling, and buying masonry construction materials. The data 
requirements for each of these functions is discussed below in greater detail.  
5.1.4 MUD Development Process 
This research identified five steps required for the development of a comprehensive 
masonry unit database (see Figure 5-1) (Sharif and Gentry 2015a). The first was to map all 
of the project stakeholders and their activities throughout the course of a BIM-supported 
masonry building project’s lifecycle. Stakeholders and their tasks were represented in a 
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process map that illustrated the different project tasks and exchange of information during 
the various stages of the building project. Based on the determined exchange requirements, 
the second step of MUD’s development was to identify the specific set of masonry data 
and attributes for the building project’s development and delivery. The masonry attributes 
were necessary for product classification and database organization.  
The third step in MUD’s development was selection of the database format, and the 
physical design, implementation, and instantiation of the database. The design needed to 
provide for storage of the data for all of the different types of masonry units in the 
structured system, so these data could be accessed easily and used by different project 
actors during the various stages of the project’s development.  
After development of MUD’s back-end structure, the next two stages involved the 
design and implementation of the access structures for data import and export. This 
research presents two access structures for MUD. The first is a web-based front end with 
the ability to search, compare, and select masonry units. The second is a BIM plugin 
developed for Autodesk Revit with direct access to MUD, for use in selecting and 
representing masonry units in a BIM software environment. 
 
Figure 5-1: MUD development process. 
5.2 Masonry Building Project Process Model 
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Building product information is required throughout the lifecycle of a building 
project, from design to construction and maintenance. The BIM-M research team 
completed a detailed analysis of a range of masonry design and construction projects, 
including a range of masonry assembly types such as veneer walls, load-bearing interior 
and exterior walls, and projects using custom cast and cut stone. Process and data models 
were developed based on the data obtained from these case studies (Lee et al. 2015).  
The process models developed (also described as workflow) were used to represent 
activities related to both design and engineering, as well as project management and 
masonry supply. To classify and analyze the critical required masonry information needed 
to develop MUD, it was necessary to acquire a data model for representation and 
abstraction of the process; this allowed for the complexity of the data to be adequately 
reduced, enhancing our ability to focus on the most important information. We adopted a 
formal method for documenting these processes, using business process modeling notation 
(BPMN) (von Rosing et al. 2015). Elucidation of the data requirements of process models 
was first described by Eastman, Lee, and Sacks (Eastman, Lee, and Sacks 2002). In the 
past, BPMN has successfully been used to document the information requirements of the 
precast concrete and curtain wall industries (Jeong et al. 2009, Moya and Pons 2014).  
The BPMN model was organized in a table format, with project actors listed in rows 
and project stages in columns. The interaction and information exchange among project 
actors and the flow of information from one stage of the project to the next were denoted 
as exchange models. The different masonry datapoints required for each exchange model 
were highlighted and identified for representation in MUD. To develop the process model 
for the masonry building project, project actors and stages were categorized based on the 
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OmniClass Construction Classification System (OCCS). This system is used to organize 
project information and develop electronic databases (OCCS 2015). Based on the OCCS 
definitions, each project stage was considered a “higher level of categorization of the 
principal segments of a project,” while each “phase [was] a subordinate level of titling 
within a stage” and “disciplines [were] the practice areas and specialties of the actors 
(participants) that [carried] out the processes and procedures that [occurred] during the life 
cycle of [the] construction entity” (OCCS 2015). This research identified six main project 
disciplines (from OmniClass Table 33, “Disciplines”) involved in six primary project 
development phases (from OmniClass Table 31, “Phases”) (see Figure 5-2). The detailed 
process models are discussed in the BIM-M Phase II Project 1 report entitled “Masonry 
Unit Model Definition” (Gentry et al. 2014). A brief description of the data requirements 
for each project actor is discussed in this section.  
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Figure 5-2: Concise MUD BMPN model.  
5.2.1 MUD Data Requirements for Project actors  
The content and organization of the MUD schema was driven by an analysis of the 
data requirements of the major masonry industry stakeholders. In general, information 
requirements increase as a project proceeds, commensurate with the levels of development 
(LOD). As an example, MUD stores information on both generic and specific masonry unit 
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types. While generic masonry units have sufficient information regarding unit shape, size, 
and conventional industry names, specific units are linked to the particular manufacturers 
and suppliers of each unit. These unit types are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.3.1. 
Below, the data requirements according to the main project actors at various stages of the 
building project are summarized.  
Architects: In any BIM masonry building project, architects must be able to access 
masonry unit information in MUD, such as geometric, aesthetic (i.e., color and texture), 
and physical (e.g., thermal resistance) properties and the price of any masonry units 
selected.  
In the schematic design stage, architects complete the selection of materials (see 
Figure 5-2) primarily based on the shape, color, and texture of the masonry units. They 
need access to an accurate tool for side-by-side color and texture comparison in 2D and 3D 
geometry, as well as images of the finished surface. In this stage, generic unit types are 
used to provide adequate information regarding masonry geometry. In the next step, the 
building materials selected can be used to produce 3D renderings of the conceptual design, 
with colors and textures applied to the building facade.  
In the detailed design stage (see Figure 5-2), building floorplans and elevations are 
established. The exact locations of wall and door openings and aesthetic aspect of the 
façade treatment of those openings are determined. The architectural treatment of the 
building’s corners, parapets, and transitions from non-masonry to masonry façade elements 
are finalized. Masonry units such as brick veneer, cast stone, and architectural CMUs 
(which have architectural implications) are selected by size, type, color, and manufacturer. 
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It is possible to enhance MUD in the future with manufacturers’ and/or suppliers’ 
information for specific unit data such as price, availability, and location of production. By 
accessing these details, architects will be able to determine if the selected masonry products 
meet the project’s requirements during the early stages. 
The construction documents stage entails the final specification of masonry materials 
and coordination of representations of the masonry units in the BIM models, schedules, 
and specifications. Vertical and horizontal sections are generated to show how the masonry 
interfaces with door and window jambs, headers, sills, and parapet elements. Finishing 
schedules (including masonry work) can be generated from the BIM model.  
Structural Engineers: At the detailed design stage of a project, structural engineers 
must access the geometric, physical, and mechanical properties of masonry units in order 
to model, calculate, and analyze load-bearing structures. However, it should be noted that 
the structural capacity of masonry walls is determined from calculations related to the 
masonry wall assemblies and not the units themselves. In many cases, structural engineers 
must consider the unit properties in conjunction with the properties of allied materials (e.g., 
grout, mortar, rebar) to calculate the overall properties of masonry walls for specific axial, 
shear, and flexural strengths. A structural engineer assesses the efficacy of the gravity and 
lateral load systems and iterates with the architect to finalize a system solution. This may 
involve changing the strength, type, or size of the masonry units and/or global 
reconfiguration of load-bearing walls.  
The structural construction documentation stage (see Figure 5-2) involves the 
detailing and specification of structural masonry. This can include gravity load-bearing 
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elements, lateral load resistance structures, and veneer backup systems. For structural 
masonry, the provision of accessories compatible with the units or special masonry units 
such as bond beams or precast lintels takes place as the construction documents are 
assembled.  
Energy Analysts: Energy analysts must access the geometric and physical property 
data of masonry units during the detailed design stage. This information is required to 
model and calculate the thermal characteristics of masonry walls from thermal resistivity, 
as well as surface characteristics and the density of the masonry units (see Figure 5-2). 
Energy models are used to establish conformance with state energy codes (typically based 
on a version of ASHRAE 90.1) (ASHRAE 2016) and determine the potential LEED points 
possible from the proposed design (US-GBC 2011). The results of the analysis with the 
suggested solutions are passed to the project architects for the editing and modification 
required for selection of the masonry units.  
General Contractors: In the early stages of a project, the general contractor and 
design team are typically required to perform a preliminary cost estimation (see Figure 5-2) 
to determine whether the project is meeting the cost targets established early on in the 
design process. The goal of BIM-enabled cost estimation at this stage of a project is to 
identify the surface areas of masonry systems (Cheung et al. 2012) and apply square-foot 
costs. However, at this early project stage, only generic masonry units are used in the BIM 
model; it is not possible to link to the manufacturers of these products for cost estimation. 
Rather, an average price range for the selected generic units is used to generate early cost 
estimations.   
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In the construction documentation stage of a BIM masonry project, the general 
contractor is responsible for construction modeling and clash detection between the models 
provided by the architects and those developed by the project engineers (see Figure 5-2). 
After accessing the geometric information for the masonry units, the general contractor 
may return to the project actors to discuss possible clashes with the suggested replacement 
units, in order to produce the most effective results. In the next stage of the project, 
procurement, the general contractor can use the same masonry BIM model for project 
scheduling, as well as quantity takeoff and cost estimation. By including sufficient 
information in MUD, general contractors will be able to perform the required calculations 
for pricing, ordering, delivery, and erection schedule on the jobsite.  
Mason Contractors: Mason contractors work in close collaboration with general 
contractors; however, they need to be able to access the complete range of masonry unit 
data during the procurement stage of the project. At this stage, if the BIM model developed 
by the architect contains generic masonry units, the mason contractor will be responsible 
for determining the appropriate specific masonry unit matches based on availability, price, 
and production location. At this stage, MUD can be used to prepare accurate cost 
estimations by replacing the generic units with the desired specific masonry units, 
facilitating electronic ordering and tracking from the materials’ production plant to the job 
site.   
Masonry Manufacturers: Masonry manufacturers are primarily producers of 
masonry units. They are in charge of providing the information about their masonry 
products that can then be authored into the database, based on the proposed guidelines. 
They are responsible for matching specific masonry units with the proper generic units, 
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and providing supplementary information to make their products distinct on the market. 
However, information regarding the price and availability of a unit could be provided either 
by manufacturers or suppliers.  
Masonry Suppliers: A masonry supplier is a vendor of masonry units who does not 
manufacture those units. Depending on the nature of the supply chain, a masonry supplier 
could provide relevant e-commerce information (e.g., price and availability) to MUD. 
Building Owners/Clients: A building owner or client may be interested in 
reviewing the masonry materials selected by an architect at the schematic design stage; this 
mostly occurs in private residential projects. This stakeholder is usually primarily 
concerned with aesthetic features, along with price. 
5.3 CLASSIFICATION OF MASONRY UNITS  
The first step in the development of a BOM of masonry units for MUD was grouping and 
classification. A classification system of units allows for the comparison and selection of 
units with similar attributes. The attributes defined in our classification system must 
ultimately be machine readable by BIM systems. In this process, grouping and data 
abstraction played a significant role. The American Society of Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) describes classification as “a systematic arrangement or division of materials, 
products, systems, or services into groups based on similar characteristics such as origin, 
composition, properties, or use” (ASTM 2017). Class is a conceptual construct that 
identifies a collection of objects that have properties in common, while classification is a 
system of classes with specialized relationships (Afsari and Eastman 2016, Ekholm and 
Häggström 2011).  
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5.3.1 Masonry Material Classification 
Based on the primary material and production system, masonry units can be 
classified into three major categories: clay brick, CMUs, and cast stone. CMUs are 
typically manufactured from a zero-slump concrete mix. These units are produced in a wide 
variety of colors, textures, shapes, configurations, and finishes (NCMA 1997). Units can 
be formed as solids or have hollow cores where rebar, grout, insulation, or plumbing and 
electrical chases can be placed. In the United States, the nominal dimensions of these units 
are usually in multiples of four for length and height (i.e., 4”, 8”, or 16”); they are generally 
in multiples of two for width (i.e., 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, or 12”). The actual dimensions of the 
blocks are typically 3/8” smaller than the nominal size of a CMU, allowing for 3/8” mortar 
joints.  
Clay bricks are produced by different manufacturing methods such as the stiff-mud 
(i.e., extrusion) and soft-mud processes; they come in various sizes, colors, and textures. 
Clay bricks are produced for two main functions, either architectural or structural 
(sometimes known as structural clay or thru-wall units). Architectural or facing bricks are 
used in veneer applications, or structurally in multi-wythe walls. In North America, these 
bricks are not commonly used in load-bearing applications, though they do carry their own 
weight and may help stiffen a backup wall section. Veneer brick is typically attached by 
ties to a backup system of CMUs, steel studs, concrete, or in some residential applications, 
wood studs. Structural clay units are generally larger than architectural bricks in order to 
allow for structural capacity in single-wythe applications. These bricks often have cores 
for reinforcing and grouting, similar to CMUs. 
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Cast stone is a custom (often parametric) precast masonry unit that resembles natural 
cut stone. Almost all cast stone is custom designed via a collaboration between the architect 
and cast stone producer, and used for building accent pieces such as lintels, sills, and trim. 
Because the range is quite variable, all pieces are generally made to order and require more 
complicated design drawings than would a standard masonry wall.  
5.3.2 Generic vs. Specific Units 
Masonry units stored in MUD are identified as either generic or specific. Generic 
units are industry standard units sold by more than one manufacturer. They are most 
suitable for earlier design stages, when the geometry is specified but remaining properties 
(e.g., strength, color, texture) are as yet undetermined. The BOM of generic masonry units 
is defined based on the information provided by the masonry association and standards, 
with standardized unit sizes, geometric shapes, color families, and textures. However, 
generic units have no information regarding manufacturers or suppliers. They do not carry 
a stock keeping unit (SKU) or order code. Generic masonry units are used in general 
product selection and comparison by architects and engineers, as well as when creating the 
basis for modeling and representation of masonry units in BIM software tools as part of 
masonry wall systems.  
Specific units are made by a particular manufacturer and can be purchased. In latter 
project development stages and as the masonry building model progresses, generic 
masonry units will be replaced by specific masonry units. In general, multiple specific units 
can be mapped to a single generic unit. Specific masonry units have more detailed 
information (e.g., updated geometry) based on the tolerance rate of the product, exact color 
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and texture information, suppliers, price, and availability. As implemented, generic 
masonry units are open access in MUD; however, the information regarding specific units 
must be provided by the manufacturers, relying on their specific business model for 
accessibility of data (Afsari and Eastman 2014, Rundell 2008, AECMag 2014). Enhancing 
the building model with specific masonry unit information will provide the basis for e-
commerce, including detailed product variations and specifications, selection of local 
products, availability, cost comparison and estimation, and product purchasing. 
5.4 Database Development 
The main part of MUD, as with any BOM library, is a database that stores all object 
data in a structured system. This can be accessed by different building project actors via 
BIM software tools and web portals at different stages of the project. Classifying building 
product models facilitates organization of building product libraries by providing 
standardized terminology and semantics (Afsari and Eastman 2016). In the present 
research, we propose a parametric and uniform classification and modeling system for 
masonry units, rather than a storage system for the BIM or CAD models provided by 
manufacturers. The manufacturer models currently accessible from websites and major 
BOM libraries are mostly non-parametric 3D objects. These BOMs are created with 
different BIM authoring tools in different formats and with no common procedure or 
standard for their creation (Costa and Madrazo 2015, Zhang and Xing 2013, AECMag 
2014). However, the primarily parametric geometric nature of most masonry units 
(including CMUs and clay brick) provides the option for parametric definition and data 
storage of masonry units (as discussed in Section 5.4.3). For this purpose, a uniform 
classification and modeling system in the form of a relational database serves as a 
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reasonable storage system for masonry unit data and related attributes. This database is 
accessible by both BIM software tools and web applications, offering the advantage of 
storing 2D and 3D CAD and BIM models provided by manufacturers. 
5.4.1 Choice of database system 
The choice of a database system was mainly determined by the quantity of data to 
be carried and the target audience. In order to achieve a uniform data format and storing 
structure, we implemented a relational database system for MUD. Below we discuss the 
main reasons for this choice over other options, such as object-oriented and extensible 
markup language (XML) databases.   
Relational databases provide data abstraction and application flexibility; they 
perform best with structured data. Consequently, if masonry unit data can be sufficiently 
organized into a coherently structured dataset, well-established relational database 
management systems (RDBMSs) such as MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle 
would provide high security and a reliable structure for the simultaneous access of many 
users from web and other access gates (Ramakrishnan and Gehrke 2000). High-level query 
languages such as Structured Query Language (SQL) provide an alternative to 
programming language interfaces. In addition, more recent versions of relational database 
systems such as the SQL standard (2008) for RDBMSs have incorporated many of the 
stronger features of object-relational databases (Navathe and Elmasri 2010). Conversely, 
some studies have suggested the use of XML (Fleming, Long, and Swindler 2012, Kong 
et al. 2005) and  semantic web technologies such as Product Semantics Representation 
Language (Patil, Dutta, and Sriram 2005), Uniform Resource Identifier (Costa and 
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Madrazo 2015), and connection structures for IFC models like Object Information Pack 
(Nour 2010) for the development of MOD libraries. If MUD users require masonry data in 
other types of formats, there are existing methodologies for translating and mapping the 
structure of a relational schema into a semi-structured schema such as XML (Fong, Pang, 
and Bloor 2001). 
5.4.2 Schema Design, EER Model, and Data Abstraction  
The main component of MUD is a database that stores all object data in a structured 
system. Based on the information gathered from stakeholders and domain experts and 
modeled in the process map, masonry unit information requirements were classified in a 
conceptual schema for use in database development. To design the conceptual data model 
for the database, the masonry unit information requirements gathered were then abstracted 
and classified. Conceptual modeling is an important phase in the design of a successful 
database application.  
We acquired an enhanced entity relationship model (EER model) for representation 
of masonry unit data in MUD. The EER model’s readability by nontechnical users was an 
important aspect of ensuring the complete identification of users' data requirements and 
reducing possible data conflicts.  
Data abstraction is a fundamental process for conceptual model development. As 
Eastman has asserted, “an abstraction of some representation is a second representation in 
which details of the first are purposely omitted” (Eastman 1999). Traversing a hierarchy 
from top to bottom, a single term such as “masonry unit” was replaced with a set of terms 
such as “concrete masonry unit, architectural brick, structural brick, and cast stone.”  
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Data abstraction helps with categorizing various masonry units of different shapes, 
materials, functionalities, and manufacturers. Despite all the variety, these units have 
certain properties in common that facilitated their classification in MUD. The main data 
required for MUD was categorized into internal data for generic masonry unit specification 
and external data for specific masonry unit specification. Internal data were classified as 
either geometry, material, physical properties, color, or texture. These sets of information 
are required for design, engineering, and construction purposes such as unit specification, 
comparison, and selection, satisfying the first goal of MUD. External unit information was 
categorized as manufacturers, suppliers, and building projects data, which are required for 
business activities such as cost estimation, availability queries, and unit of order 
verification, all of which are necessary if MUD is to act as an e-commerce platform. Each 
of these internal and external datapoints formed an entity type in the MUD EER model (see 
Figure 5-3).  
5.4.3 Masonry Unit Attribute Determination 
The EER model developed for MUD is illustrated in Figure 5-3. Main entities and 
their associated attributes are discussed below. 
UNIT entity: The core of the MUD schema model is the UNIT entity, which holds 
the core information about each masonry unit. All other entities such as GEOMETRY, 
MATERIAL, and MANUFACTURER have relationships such as has, is_made_of, and 
is_made_by. The attributes that define this entity are Globally Unique ID (GUID), name, 
type, family name, and nominal dimensions. UNIT entity, like all other entities in this 
model, has a GUID attribute for the unique identification of each entity in the entity set. 
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The name attribute denotes the commercial name that manufacturers specify for their 
masonry product. The type attribute classifies the masonry products at the highest level, 
based on their main material (which includes CMUs, clay brick, and cast stone masonry). 
The family name is used for grouping a set of masonry units with similar characteristics. 
Nominal dimensions are mostly used for the classification and grouping of masonry units. 
These nominal dimensions are supplemented by the actual dimensional attributes of the 
units in the GEOMETRY entity. The UNIT entity may also store (string) values for images 
or drawing file locations provided by masonry unit manufacturers. 
GEOMETRY entity: Geometry is one the most important features of each unit; it 
has a direct impact on design and engineering tasks, as well as representation of the unit in 
BIM software environments. The attributes for this entity must be defined to satisfy the 
parametric data storage and 3D model generation of a wide range of common masonry 
units. Consequently, for MUD, the unit geometry was classified into three main groups: 
regular geometry, special geometry, and custom geometry.  
Regular masonry units are produced by most masonry manufacturers, and come in 
almost identical sizes and shapes (within an acceptable range of tolerances). The geometry 
of these units can be categorized and defined to a high level of accuracy, based on their 
parametric attributes. From the values assigned, each masonry unit can be identically 3D-
generated with the data stored in MUD. Both CMUs and clay brick have a substantial set 
of units that can be classified as regular. CMU general units have parent families such as 
stretchers, piers, corners, return corners, sashes, corner sashes, bond beams, conduits, 
lintels, open ends, headers, and starters, and subtype groups such as bullnosed, scored, and 
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ribbed (e.g., circular, rectangular). Clay brick has two major categories, molded and 
extruded, with parent families including thin, face, structural, paver, etc.  
Units with special geometry inherit most geometric attributes from regular unit 
geometry, though with some special features unique to these units. Units are usually 
produced by one specific manufacturer, based on their system of fabrication or particular 
preferences. It is possible to define a complete set of parametric attributes to represent these 
units. However, this set of unique attributes would add extensively to the complexity of the 
database data model and make it impractical in the physical development stage. As result, 
these units are represented with their closest counterparts from regular unit geometries and 
only marked as special so that manufacturers can provide more detailed information about 
each, based on user requirements.  
Units with custom geometry are uniquely designed and produced based on the 
request of the project architect. Most cast and cut stone and some clay masonry are 
classified in this group. These units often have complex geometries that cannot be 
represented parametrically. The 3D representation of these units must be accomplished 
either with boundary representation (B-rep) or constructive solid geometry (CSG) models 
provided directly by the unit manufactures.  
The attributes of the GEOMETRY entity are defined to adequately represent all of 
the units with regular geometry in the database and regenerate them in BIM applications. 
Parametric storage of geometric data (as compared to the storage of a 3D model of each 
unit) provides a very compact database, as well as an option for quick editing and updating 
of the unit information in both the database and BIM applications.  
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COLOR entity: The masonry unit color is the result of color ranges in the raw 
materials, aggregate mix, added coloring agents, or glaze color (in case of glazed brick). 
Color variations can be standard or special order. The attributes that define this entity are 
the color’s name and family, which are assigned by the manufacturer. Based on the images 
of each masonry unit color provided by the manufacturer, the color of the unit is analyzed 
and classified into basic parametric attributes for color definition: red, green, and blue 
(RGB) color models and hue, saturation, and value (HSV). Krzywinski suggested a set of 
human-readable names for each color based on the range of RGB and HSV values; such 
names are beneficial for classification and comparison of masonry units in MUD 
(Krzywinski 2018).  
TEXTURE entity: The texture of a masonry unit is an indicator of its appearance, 
feel, and consistency of surface. Texture can be defined as the pattern or configuration 
apparent in the exposed surface of a masonry unit. It applies to both clay and concrete 
masonry units, but the language used to describe it varies depending on the type of material. 
A name attribute is assigned by the manufacturer to a produced set of units. The family 
attribute is used for categorization of those units into more general texture groups, such as 
glazed, smooth, textured, and rough. For a parametric definition of texture, this research 
proposes attribute amplitude, a numerical scale ranging from 0 to 10 with zero referring to 
absolutely flat surfaces (e.g., glazed units) and 10 applying to units with rough textures 
(e.g., split or slumped faces).  
PHYSICAL_PROPERTY entity: The physical properties of masonry units are 
required for engineering processes such as structural and energy analyses. Accordingly, 
this entity includes attributes for both the mechanical and thermal properties of masonry 
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units. Some apply to both CMUs and clay brick, while the rest are only relevant to a certain 
type of masonry unit. Properties are determined based on ASTM standards and designed 
for engineering analysis at both the masonry unit and aggregate levels of wall assembly. 
The attributes of PHYSICAL_PROPERTY are listed in Table 1.  
Table 5-1 Attributes of the Physical Property Entity 
Attribute Applicable to Attribute  Applicable to 
Thermal resistance CMUs and clay brick Fire rating CMUs and clay brick 
Solar reflectance CMUs and clay brick Weight CMUs and clay brick 
Density CMUs and clay brick Compressive strength CMUs and clay brick 
Modulus of 
elasticity 
CMUs and clay brick 
Modulus of rigidity 
(diagonal tension or 
shear) 
CMUs and clay brick 
Sound transmission 
Class 
CMUs and clay brick Water absorption rate Clay brick 
Cold absorption CMUs Boiled absorption Clay brick 
Initial rate of 
absorption 
Clay brick Saturation coefficient Clay brick 
Integral water 
repellent 
CMUs and clay brick 
Efflorescence 
resistance 
CMUs and clay brick 
Porosity CMUs and clay brick Shrinkage coefficient CMUs 
Coefficient of 
thermal expansion 
CMUs and clay brick Creep coefficient CMUs 
MATERIAL entity: Masonry units are made of a combination of different raw 
materials and through a variety of production processes. CMUs are made of a mixture of 
powdered Portland cement, water, sand, and gravel. Clay brick is comprised of natural clay 
(i.e., minerals such as kaolin and shale) and sand, and mixed with small amounts of additive 
components like manganese and barium for the production of color shades or improvement 
of chemical resistance (BIA 2006). The listing of materials and their percentages is 
important for projects with a LEED accreditation focus or when a building’s embodied 
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energy has to be minimized. The MATERIAL entity is defined by attributes including 
material name, type, source location, and percentage recycled. 
MANUFACTURER entity: This entity associates the masonry unit with 
manufacturers of that specific product; the attributes are used to identify the company, 
including name, locations, and website. In addition, the “make” relationship between the 
UNIT and MANUFACTURER entities is elaborated upon through two additional 
attributes: cost and the availability of masonry units produced at that company 
SUPPLIER entity: Masonry suppliers are vendors of masonry units. They link the 
masonry manufacturers with masonry contractors for purchasing purposes. The 
SUPPLIER entity in the MUD is defined by name, location(s), and website attributes. The 
relationship between this and the UNIT entity has additional attributes: cost and 
availability. The attributes assigned to the SUPPLIER entity and DISTRIBUTED_BY 
relationship are used in the comparison and selection of masonry suppliers based on their 
location, price, and stock availability. In addition, the SUPPLIER entity has an additional 
relationship, WORKS_WITH, which relates it to the MANUFACTURER entity. 
PROJECT entity: This entity represents building projects for which custom 
masonry units have been designed and manufactured. Each project entity is defined by the 
following attributes: name of the project, owner of the project, and project location. 
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Figure 5-3. Complete EER model of MUD, representing the main entities and 
attributes required for MUD’s development. 
5.5 Data Model Mapping 
The next stage of MUD’s development was the actual implementation of the 
database by translating the developed ER model into SQL; the Microsoft SQL server was 
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selected for this purpose. Here, the main goal was to convert the conceptual schema from 
a high-level data model (i.e., EER) into the implementation data model (Navathe and 
Elmasri 2010). RDBMS tools such as the Microsoft SQL server support and facilitate the 
storage, access, and modification of masonry unit data in an organized and efficient 
method. Data model mapping was followed by the physical design stage, in which the 
detailed data elements, types, and indexing options were specified. The MUD SQL model 
is composed of the following tables: Unit, Geometry, Material, Physical Properties, Color, 
Texture, Manufacturer, Supplier, and Project (see Figure 5-4).  
To fulfill MUD’s physical design, the database was initially instantiated with data 
for about 90 masonry units (i.e., clay brick and CMUs) from various manufacturers, in 
order to test the data requirements and relationships. As a result, the database data structure 
was edited to be able to incorporate all possible masonry unit requirement and data formats. 
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Figure 5-4. MUD Microsoft SQL server interface showing the diagrams of the MUD 
entities generated and their relationships. 
5.5.1 Representing Generic and Specific Units 
MUD stores information about both generic and specific masonry units. In its initial 
development stage, the generic units were represented by information provided by the 
particular masonry association, with standard unit sizes, geometric shapes, color families, 
and textures; no information was included regarding the specific manufacturers of the units. 
Representation of generic units assists architects and engineers in general product selection 
and comparison, as well as in creating the basis for modeling and representation of masonry 
units in BIM software tools as part of masonry wall systems (Cavieres and Gentry 2015). 
It is anticipated that in future stages of development, the database will be enhanced with 
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specific masonry unit information, including detailed data for manufacturers and suppliers 
of each masonry unit type. Specific unit information will provide the basis for e-commerce 
by making available detailed product variations and specifications, selection of local 
products, descriptions of availability, cost comparison and estimation, and finally product 
purchasing.  
The features required for the representation of both generic and specific units is 
implemented in the MUD UNIT table with the attributes ‘generic_id’ and 
‘manufacturer_id’ (foreign key to the Manufacturer table). In the case of a generic masonry 
unit, the values for both of these attributes have to be set to NULL, indicating that the entry 
has no reference to the MANUFACTURER table. Conversely, a specific masonry unit has 
an assigned value for the ‘generic_id’ that links to it a generic counterpart and an assigned 
value for the ‘manufacturer_id’, in order to link it to the proper manufacturer’s information 
in the database (see Figure 5-5). This representation method allows for the specific 
masonry unit to either inherit the base defined attribute values (e.g., geometry, physical 
properties) from their generic equivalents or assign an updated value explicit to the 
manufacturer. However, a complete set of constraints is required to specify the attributes 
that can be modified and their permitted range of change so that this model can still satisfy 
the replacement requirements for the generic equivalent.  
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Figure 5-5. UNIT entity table diagram in the Microsoft SQL server database for 
masonry units. 
5.6 Application Programs and Database Access 
After initiation of the central RDBMSs, a structure for access and interaction with 
the database was developed. Most of the database interaction and data retrieval are 
executed through programs commonly known as application programs or database 
applications, and intended for use by end users (Navathe and Elmasri 2010). MUD 
application programs are intended to be used by trade associates, masonry product 
manufacturers, and materials suppliers for data input to the database, as well as by 
designers, engineers, and contractors for data access and use in BIM applications. These 
program applications contain units that use SQL statements to manipulate records in the 
database. For this purpose, the application program accepts parametric input values and 
outputs relevant SQL statements for the intended manipulation procedure for the database 
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instance (Chan, Cheung, and Tse 2005). Both the data input and output application 
programs for MUD can implement web interfaces and plugins for BIM platforms, where 
they have direct access to the database for data manipulation (see Figure 5-6).  
 
Figure 5-6. MUD and data import and export structures. 
5.6.1 MUD Data Input 
The data stored in MUD require a unified representation system, which is necessary 
for effective and coherent access to masonry unit information. Therefore, it was necessary 
that producers and suppliers of masonry products provide a unified set of data regarding 
their products. This was achieved by providing tools for implementing the classifications 
and standards defined as MUD parameters and attributes. The data input structure for MUD 
provides a system for validating the model data against predefined parameters before 
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accepting and storing datapoints in the database (Zhang and Xing 2013). This standardized 
system for both generic and specific masonry units allows masonry designers, masonry 
contractors, and product purchasers to easily compare and select their preferred units.  
For MUD, two automated systems of data import were envisioned: first, a web-
based frontend with a spreadsheet format that has direct connection to the database, and 
second, a plugin for BIM platforms that can import common 3D models of masonry units 
in common CAD formats and automatically extract geometric information. The extracted 
geometric information is transferred to MUD’s SQL database, though manual information 
input for other attributes (such as color and texture) is required.  
5.6.2 MUD Data Output 
After the compilation of new and updating of existing data on masonry units by 
masonry domain experts for generic units and product manufacturers and suppliers for 
specific units, MUD users are able to access information for masonry project development 
and embedment in their BIM models. As discussed by Zhang and Xing, BOM libraries 
require a navigation system to support multiple classifications to find object models and 
support user annotated tags for customization (Zhang and Xing 2013). Designers browse 
product and materials options to compare them, and thus need to visualize those products 
and materials (Ofluoglu, Coyne, and Lee 2002). This task, traditionally performed via 
manually constructed sample boards, can also be achieved in the digital MUD 
environment. Using the same method as is employed for data input, MUD data are accessed 
via two main access points: a web-based access platform for searching, viewing, and 
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comparing units, and BIM plugins for direct access and use of masonry BOMs in BIM 
platforms such as Autodesk Revit. 
A web-based application program for representation of MUD data facilitates quick 
access, searches, and the comparison of masonry units for different types of users. The 
website provides representations of masonry units via 3D, color, and texture images. In 
addition, digitally tagged masonry units are searchable on the web platform through 
keywords, as well as via category selection menus. The second option for exporting data 
from MUD is the direct transportation of inquiry results from the database into a BIM tool 
such as Autodesk Revit in the form of 3D geometric models.  
5.6.3 MUD Validation Application 
As part of phase II of the BIM-M initiative, a database application was developed 
to validate the adequacy of the MUD schema. Autodesk Dynamo was acquired as a special 
plugin developer for BIM, and specifically for Revit. The developed Dynamo plugin was 
based on a Python script with the ability to connect to SQL management systems and run 
SQL queries to import stored dimensions and attributes from the database into the Dynamo 
environment, generate 3D models based on the imported data, and export the geometry as 
a family object in the Revit architecture (see Figure 5-7).  With this plugin, the main entity 
used for the 3D parametric generation of masonry units is the geometry entity in MUD. 
This entity contains attributes for the parametric representation of both CMUs and clay 
brick masonry units (see Figure 5-8). Different data entries for attributes in each query for 
a specific masonry unit, along with the conditional rules defined in both SQL and Python, 
result in the on the fly generation of each single unit in the Revit environment.  
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Figure 5-7.Attributes defined in MUD for parametric geometric definition of both 
clay brick and CMU masonry modules. 
    
Figure 5-8. MUD masonry unit 3D generator in the Revit Dynamo environment; two 
different CMU and clay modules were generated based on different MUD queries. 
5.6.4 MUD Commercial Applications 
The BIM-M initiative selected the CAD Technology Center (CTC) 
(https://cadtechnologycenter.com/) to be the commercialization partner for implementation 
of MUD. The research team continued to provide technical oversight.  
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The primary components of the commercialized MUD Version 1 (MUD V1) 
include: (1) a relational database schema adapted from this research and implemented by 
CTC, used to store masonry unit information; (2) masonry unit input web pages for entering 
masonry unit data into MUD, which can only be accessed by approved members;  (3) a 
user web portal that provides access to MUD, including the ability to browse masonry units 
and download BIM and CAD files (http://www.mudb.org); (4) a Revit application that 
generates masonry units from parameters stored in MUD and allows for direct import of 
masonry units into Revit as families; and (5) a set of generic masonry units from the 
concrete, structural clay, and veneer clay masonry families populated into the database.  
MUD V1 includes a selection of masonry units from the concrete, structural clay, 
and veneer clay masonry industries. These elements represent the largest segments in the 
industry. More than 100 unique unit geometries were identified for inclusion in MUD V1. 
Figure 5-9 depicts the 8-inch CMUs slated for inclusion.  
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Figure 5-9. 8-inch CMUs identified by NCMA for inclusion in MUD.  
The web portal for MUD was developed to facilitate user access to the database 
(see Figure 5-11). The portal groups masonry units by material type and size (see Figure 
5-10). In future versions, adhered veneers, cast and natural stone, tile, and thin brick will 
also be added.  
MUD V1 contains generic units only. Version 2 (MUD V2) will add masonry units 
from additional industry segments, including: tile, cut stone, and manufactured stone. Thus, 
it will extend MUD to support non-parametric geometries. It is anticipated that Version 3 
(MUD V3) will contain specific units. Generic and specific masonry units stored in MUD 
will have either parametric or custom geometric shapes. Units with parametric geometric 
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shapes are generated from a set of shape parameters stored in the geometry table in the 
database (see Figure 5-7). Conversely, masonry units with custom geometric shapes have 
complex features and are difficult to represent in tabular form.  These units will be 
explicitly modeled in multiple CAD and BIM applications, and then stored in the database 
for download.  
 
Figure 5-10. MUD web portal home page. 
In addition to the MUD web portal, the Masonry Unit Generator add-on for 
Autodesk Revit was developed to allow for direct access to MUD through the Revit plugin. 
The plugin generates the units parametrically and embeds them in the Revit model as Revit 
families (see Figure 5-11). The Revit plugin accesses the MUD database stored on CTC 
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servers, ensuring that the most current version of the data is embedded in Revit. It features 
graphic representations of units, search capability, and can save native Revit families to a 
user’s materials library for later use.  
The metadata stored in MUD provides for enhanced search options in both the 
MUD web portal and Masonry Unit Generator add-on. On the add-on search tab, there are 
several controls to aid with filtering and refining the search results (see Figure 5-12). The 
text search is enhanced with the ability to query the database for matching terms (in 
addition to the typed term). There is also the option to search the database based on various 
criteria such as material (e.g., extruded fired clay, lightweight concrete, medium weight 
concrete, normal weight concrete), standard masonry unit sizes as length measures (i.e., 
4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”), traditional names (i.e., King, Meridian, Modular, Norman, and 
Queen), and colors (e.g., brown, black, gray, etc. in dark, medium, and light shades). In the 
next step, the selected masonry unit instance can be directly inserted into a project, similar 
to the Revit functionality for inserting family types from the project browser (see Figure 
5-11).  Additionally, masonry unit models can be generated and saved directly to folders 
on the user workstation for future distribution and use. 
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Figure 5-11. Access to MUD via the Revit plugin. 
 
Figure 5-12. Search options for masonry units in the MUD Revit plugin. 
5.7 Future Steps towards BOM Implementation 
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The release of the MUD V1 commercial application, as discussed in Section 5.6.4, 
will provide the chance for users to engage with the database. Collecting meaningful 
customer feedback requires an extended use of the application by a range of users such as 
architects, engineers, general contractors, and masonry subcontractors. Reviewing their 
feedback will provide us with valuable information for MUD V2.  A number of additions 
for MUD V2 have already been anticipated by researchers at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, and additional modifications have been proposed by industry stakeholders as 
part of BIM-M community outreach through developers’ workshops and at BIM-M 
symposiums. This section outlines the specifications for improving the functionality of 
MUD, adding additional units, and preparing for long-term development and maintenance 
by the masonry industry once the BIM-M initiative has ended.  
5.7.1 Additional Masonry Unit Types 
At the current stage, MUD only represents masonry units with regular geometries, 
including clay brick and CMUs. However, MUD should have the ability to incorporate all 
ranges of masonry units with custom and one-of-a-kind geometric shapes, including cut 
and cast stone. BIM-M has commitments from the manufactured stone (through the 
NCMA) and dimensioned granite stone industries for MUD V2. The International Masonry 
Institute will also support the addition of tile into MUD. Thus, the MUD schema must be 
extended to support these unit types. 
5.7.2 Colors and Textures   
The colors and textures of masonry units have only been partially implemented in 
MUD V1. The proposed schema for MUD includes the potential to store bitmapped images 
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of real masonry surfaces, so that the colors and textures can be mapped onto the units when 
viewed and downloaded. One of the difficulties of this approach is that handling colors and 
textures depends on CAD platforms such as AutoCAD and Revit. Consequently, a unified 
and platform-independent approach will be modified as a part of MUD V2, in preparation 
for hosting manufacturer-specific units in MUD V3.   
5.7.3 MUD Plugins for Masonry Software Tools   
There are existing software tools specific to masonry design and quantity take-off, 
such as CAD BLOX (http://www.cadblox.com) and Tradesmen’s Software 
(https://tradesmens.com). Feedback from stakeholders identified a need for the ability to 
access MUD via such software. This export requires that the database be version controlled 
and exported in a shared data format. In is anticipated that in close coordination with 
primary stakeholders Tradesmen’s Software and CAD BLOX, MUD V2 will implement 
the proper export format.  
5.7.4 Implementation of Specific Units  
A system for managing the association between generic units provided by industry 
trade associations and specific units sold by manufacturers still needs to be implemented. 
In this way, MUD will contain a rich assortment of masonry units, including geometries 
(with both color and texture), which can then be mapped to specific units sold by industry 
participants. These additions are anticipated for MUD V3. 
5.7.5 Incorporation of MUD Entities in BIM Wall Assemblies 
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The main outcome of MUD in a BIM environment will be the incorporation of 
masonry unit geometry models at different LOD into BIM masonry wall assemblies, 
offering a variety of masonry units and arrangements. While at LOD 100 and 200 these 
data models can be used by architects in BIM architectural models, LOD 300 and 400 will 
specify detailed fabrication-level models and shop drawings used by masonry 
subcontractors. The propagation of individual masonry units into the BIM model, if 
required, will occur at LOD 400. The masonry wall schema concept should support the 
selective placement of masonry units into the model on a region-by-region basis. In this 
approach, the masonry units in MUD will be parametrically generated within a specified 
local coordinate system, allowing them to be merged with the masonry hatch pattern 
generated at lower LOD levels at either the wall’s face or centerline, as appropriate (Gentry 
et al. 2016). This is an important aspect of Phases II and III of masonry wall and BIM-M 
specification projects. 
5.8 Summary and Conclusions 
The semantics of masonry walls are largely missing from current BIM applications. 
To integrate masonry into BIM, definitions for masonry units and walls that are relevant in 
the physical (as well as computational) world are needed. The data models for masonry 
units, as described in this research, forms the basis for the computational representation of 
masonry in BIM. The geometry of most clay and concrete masonry units can be represented 
parametrically in a relational database. The geometric data can then be joined relationally 
with data regarding engineering properties, color, and texture, so that the masonry units 
can be populated into architectural, structural, and construction BIM models.  
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The academic research and commercial development of this masonry unit database 
has been one of the most successful projects within BIM-M. It is evident that purchasers 
and specifiers of such units require more immediate access to masonry unit data. It is also 
clear from recent BIM-M symposiums that masonry stakeholders are eager for unified 
information regarding the geometry and properties of the masonry units used to develop 
MUD as a platform for masonry design and e-commerce. 
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CHAPTER 6. REINFORCED COMPOSITE BRICK MASONRY  
FOR OFFSITE ROBOTIC FABRICATION 
Abstract 
Masonry construction is a highly repetitive and labor-intensive process. Industrial robots 
are now widely used for materializing complex and non-standard geometrical forms in 
architecture, including masonry structures. However, adopting robotic arms for onsite 
construction faces challenges such as scale, mobility, and environmental conditions. In this 
research, we introduce a new composite construction technique for reinforced masonry as 
an alternative to traditional wet or dry stacking. Our composite brick structure supports 
offsite fabrication, including load-bearing structural stability, transportability, and 
assembly. We also discuss an algorithmic solution for testing the constructability of various 
complex wall forms for the composite system. We identified four rules to ensure the 
constructability and structural integrity of this type of wall structure. These rules were 
translated into a set of criteria via a Grasshopper plugin we developed for this purpose. By 
using this plugin, designers can test their brick assemblies with curved surface forms for 
structural stability and robotic constructability. We conclude by presenting three 
robotically fabricated masonry wall prototypes as proof of concept. 
6.1 Introduction 
Robots are well-suited for tasks that require high accuracy, repetition, and strength. 
In the building construction domain, numerous studies have demonstrated the exceptional 
capabilities of industrial robots, not only for fabricating geometrically complicated 
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components but also in assembling complex structures. These fundamental qualities have 
made robots an excellent tool for masonry construction, a highly repetitive and labor-
intensive processes that requires a substantial workforce. Masonry units have simple 
orthogonal shapes that make them compatible with and easy to handle by robotic grip 
systems.  
In the late 1980s, a time when computers and robots were becoming more accessible, 
masonry construction quickly became one of the first targets of construction research. At 
this time, researchers reporting on this topic mostly addressed the development of new 
robotic masonry fabrication systems that could operate in controlled indoor facilities. 
Anliker developed one of the earliest implementations of a machine that could produce 
prefabricated brick walls in any length up to 8 m (Anliker 1988). Lehtinen et al. developed 
two masonry robotic systems that used adhesive material instead of traditional mortar. 
They also considered the economics and feasibly of such systems as compared to 
traditional manual masonry laying (Lehtinen, Salo, and Aatlo 1989). Bernold et al. 
developed a control system for a prototype bricklaying robot that took advantage of the 
real-time integration of actuators and sensors (Bernold, Altobelli, and Taylor 1992).  
This first generation of masonry robotics research focused on how best to take 
advantage of the power and accuracy of these new automated machines in order to increase 
productivity and reduce associated costs. In most cases, the actual operation and simple 
brick patterns were adopted directly from manual masonry work. The robotic systems 
developed were highly specialized and expensive, and could not deal with unpredictable 
and unique construction site conditions. Thus, they never became commonplace in 
construction. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, there was tremendous improvement in 
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industrial robot technology. This new generation of robots was fast, powerful, highly 
accurate, and reliable. Wide adoption in many industrial applications made them 
commercially affordable and accessible by a broader set of users (Bechthold 2010).  
The second generation of studies on the application of robotics in architecture and 
construction adopted commercially available industrial robotic arms, and instead of 
hardware development, focused on materializing complex and non-standard geometrical 
forms. Brick units were the first material leveraged to exhibit the types of non-orthogonal 
structures that could be constructed. The Gramazio and Kohler research group produced a 
series of brick walls with double-curved surfaces in which the placement of each brick was 
unique. Based on the parametrized program they developed, the robot precisely laid 
individual bricks at the desired angle and position (Bonwetsch et al. 2006, Bonwetsch 
2012, Bonwetsch, Bärtschi, and Helmreich 2013, Bonwetsch 2015). These studies 
demonstrated the powerful capabilities of industrial robots when combined with 
programming for creative design.   
Now, the next step for the researchers is to provide solutions and the infrastructure 
required to make masonry robotics applicable to actual building projects. The first 
approach considered taking robots out of the controlled lab environment, addressing the 
requirements for onsite construction. Helm et al. examined how existing industrial robotic 
arms could be equipped with mobile bases to assist with maneuvering at the site. Their 
approach demonstrated how the basic capabilities of robotic arms could be extended, rather 
than investing in the development of new machinery (Helm et al. 2012). Research by Feng 
et al. and Dorfler et al. presented various vision and scanning methods to enhance mobile 
robots, making them able to navigate unstructured worksites and handle material 
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dimension tolerances (Feng et al. 2014, Dörfler et al. 2016). Finally, Construction Robotics 
developed SAM, the first commercialized version of a mobile robot for onsite masonry 
construction (Peters and Belden 2014).  
However, with all the advances in onsite masonry robotics, the main challenge 
remains repurposing robots that were initially intended to serve in industries like 
automotive manufacturing. Adopting these robots for construction faces challenges such 
as scale, mobility, and environmental conditions. Robotic arms are designed to be 
stationery and work in confined cells, handling objects they can encompass. Even when 
robots are equipped with a rail system, the range of movement is entirely predefined and 
calculated (Bonwetsch 2015). These prerequisites for proper robot functionality are at odds 
with onsite building construction situations. Building structures are many times larger than 
most robotic arms, and building components are heavier than the average robot’s payload. 
Even if the robots are equipped with mobile bases, they are still confined to ground level 
at construction sites, require complex vision and navigation integration, and can only 
perform in ideal weather conditions in terms of temperature and humidity. The chance of 
broad adoption for onsite construction remains slim unless the new generation of robots is 
designed for a broader range of construction conditions (Bruckmann et al. 2016). 
An alternative solution for using current industrial robots for construction purposes 
is to improve the offsite robotic prefabrication of building components. Offsite 
prefabrication takes advantage of lean production concepts and is regarded as an effective 
project delivery approach (Albus 2018, Smith and Quale 2017). With proper fabrication 
methods, robots can perform effectively in a controlled production environment. Then, the 
building components produced can be transported to the site for assembly and installation. 
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To achieve this goal, the masonry structures must satisfy structural stability requirements 
(Cavieres, Gentry, and Al-Haddad 2011) and address transportation and onsite assembly 
considerations. In this research, we introduce a novel high-performance reinforced 
composite brick masonry system (Biggs 2016).  
We propose a composite construction technique that can serve as an alternative to 
traditional wet or dry stacking. Dry stacking, which in some cases is enhanced for robotic 
masonry by adhesive materials (Bärtschi et al. 2010, Bonwetsch 2012), has demonstrated 
only limited structural performance for construction purposes. Traditional wet mortar 
masonry  (Xu, Luo, and Gao 2019, Peters and Belden 2014) also faces problems such as 
difficulties with controlling the thickness of the mortar mixture in changing environmental 
conditions. Our composite brick structure fits the criteria for offsite robotic fabrication, 
including load-bearing structural stability, transportability, and assembly. In the following 
sections, we introduce our reinforced composite masonry structure, discuss an algorithmic 
solution that allows for testing various complex wall forms for constructability, and present 
three robotically fabricated masonry wall prototypes. 
6.2 High-Performance Reinforced Composite Brick Masonry 
In architectural projects, brick masonry can be used to make either load-bearing and 
self-supporting structures (Hendry 1998) or thin veneer walls supported by a building’s 
primary structure (usually for building enclosure and aesthetic purposes) (Liang and 
Memari 2011). Structural applications mainly rely on masonry's inherent ability to tolerate 
compressive stresses. However, purely compressive masonry with no tensile reinforcement 
can limit design options to either thick walls that use tremendous amounts of material, or 
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thin structures with bespoke force-derived forms such as thin tile vaults (Trubiano, Dessi-
Olive, and Gentry 2019). 
In this project, we adopted a technique previously developed in a funded research 
project at the Georgia Institute of Technology, focused on the construction of prefabricated 
veneer walls. This technique targets high-performance self-supporting brick masonry walls 
using the principles of composite construction and is especially suited to robotic 
prefabrication. This new reinforced masonry-based structural system expands masonry’s 
potential for use in the presence of tension. This masonry and reinforcement system has 
three main elements: three-core bricks, small-diameter high-strength rods passing through 
the brick cores, and a unique mixture of grout poured into the cores that acts as a composite. 
The first test project for this new reinforcement scheme addressed the production of 
conventional flat brick masonry walls. While this wall was built by masons in a factory 
setting, it was strong enough to lift and be transported from the shop floor to the 
construction site. To demonstrate the technology, a reinforced masonry cantilever was built 
using glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars for tensile reinforcement. The relatively 
low elastic modulus of the 6 mm diameter bars meant they could be threaded between the 
sliding and shifting apertures in the three-core brick pattern. Though flexible relative to 
conventional steel bars, GFRP bars have tremendous tensile strength (around 800 MPa) 
and in this case acted as thread-like stitches binding the unit bricks together. The grout also 
served as a composite.  A self-consolidating ultra-high-performance cement (UHPC) grout 
mixed with filaments of 25 mm cold-drawn stainless steel fiber at a 1% volume fraction 
facilitated the bonding of the GFRP bars to the brick cells. The steel fiber grout 
dramatically increased the bond strength between the grout and rebar and allowed for 
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decreased lap-splice lengths between bars. Finally, a conventional 9-gauge steel joint 
reinforcement was used in the continuous joints to provide strength across the width of the 
walls (see Figure 6-1).  
 
Figure 6-1. Manual fabrication test of reinforced brick wall with GFRP bars: (a) 
UHPC grout with steel fiber, (b) bond beam at the top of the walls used to attach 
lifting anchors and spread lifting loads across the walls, and (c) a small-scale wall 
being lifted by a forklift. 
An adaptation of this technique was used for the prefabricated walls in our robotic 
fabrication workshop. Bricks were laid in a dry stack bond with the aid of a robotic arm. 
Instead of GFRP bars, 6 mm high-strength steel-threaded rods were used as reinforcement 
to bind the horizontal brick courses together. These modifications enabled the generation 
of non-orthogonal and complex geometric shapes and added to the structural stability and 
out-of-plane strength of the walls (see Figure 6-2).  
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Figure 6-2. Reinforced brick wall with steel-threaded rods for the robotic fabrication 
test. 
6.3 Algorithmic Constructability Analysis  
The composite reinforced brick structure developed for the present research had two 
main features that made it different from masonry structures that only work with 
compressive strength. First, the tensile strength of the masonry wall system provided the 
opportunity for the design and fabrication of complex geometric forms not possible with 
purely compressive structures. Second, the composite brick had the structural strength 
required to safely and securely lift and transport the prefabricated wall panels to the 
construction site. These composite masonry walls could take many geometric forms. In 
this research, we identified four rules to ensure the constructability and structural integrity 
of this type of wall structure for various geometric forms.  
Following is the logic for each of the rules and their requirements. These rules were 
translated into a set of algorithmic criteria via a Grasshopper plugin we developed for this 
purpose. By using this plugin, designers can test their brick assemblies with curved surface 
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forms for structural stability and robotic constructability. This application works as a 
complementary module for the KUKAprc Grasshopper plugin used for simulation and the 
programming of KUKA robots. In the next section, as proof of concept, we discuss three 
projects by students at the Georgia Institute of Technology that were designed, tested with 
the plugin, and fabricated.  
6.3.1 Rule 1: Vertical reinforcement 
One key factor in making composite masonry is to ensure vertical connectivity. 
Vertical reinforcement is the backbone of this type of structure. The fused rebar and grout 
serve as stripes of structural support that pass through the cores of the bricks. These bars 
must run continuously from the bottom to the top of the wall. This structural system is the 
main differentiator from traditional wet masonry, which relies on mortar in between brick 
bonds.  
The vertical reinforcement rules check for two conditions, local and global vertical 
reinforcement. At the local level, each brick in the system must be connected to the main 
structure via at least one its cores. One of the cores in the brick must have enough overlap 
with the brick cores on the top and bottom that the rebar and grout can pass through the 
intersection and bond the bricks together (see Figure 6-3). This ensures that each brick is 
locked in place and supported by the overall structure. Once the local reinforcement 
condition is met, the structure must be checked for global vertical reinforcement. At the 
global level, a continuous stripe of reinforcement (i.e., rebar and grout) from the bottom to 
the top of the wall must pass through every brick in the wall. The overlapping cores create 
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the negative space required for passing the rods and pouring the steel-fiber grout mixture 
(see Figure 6-3).   
To check this rule, our algorithm creates the negative geometry of each cored brick (i.e., 
the geometry of the cores). For local reinforcement, we test the minimum overlap between 
the cores on consecutive rows. The overlap surface needs to have enough surface area to 
allow for rebar with the desired radius to be passed. For global reinforcement, all core 
solids in the wall are fused together (i.e., a Boolean union). Then, we check if the length 
of the vertical bonds created is equal to the length of the wall itself. 
6.3.2 Rule 2: Transverse connectivity  
While Rule 1 checks the vertical structural integrity of a wall, the complimentary 
Rule 2 verifies the transverse connectivity of a structure. This is a condition required for 
prefabricated masonry so that structures can resist lateral forces during transportation, 
installation, and assembly as part of the final load-bearing structure. Transverse 
connectivity horizontally ties the vertically reinforced bonds to one another. There are two 
solutions to achieve this goal. The first provides connectivity by passing lateral forces 
through a connected chain of bricks. As illustrated in Figure 6-3, there should be at least 
two rows of bricks in which each brick is connected to two adjacent upper or lower bricks 
via two reinforced cores. This horizontal bond forms a zigzag chain that weaves the wall 
structure side to side. The second optional method enhances the structure by adding a 
reinforced bond beam at the top of the wall. In addition to transverse connectivity, this 
method can be used to attach lifting anchors and spread lifting loads across walls during 
transportation (see Figure 7-14b).  
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Here, our algorithm also uses bricks’ negative geometry to check for Rule 2. For 
each two consecutive rows, the negative core geometries are created and the cores’ solids 
on the top and bottom rows fused together. Then, the top row of bricks is moved up slightly 
so that the surfaces of the bricks on the top and bottom rows do not touch. In the next step, 
the three groups of solids (i.e., top row bricks, bottom row bricks, and fused core 
geometries) are merged. Once the result of the merge is only a single solid object, the wall 
pattern is considered to have passed the transverse connectivity requirement.  
6.3.3 Rule 3: Corbelling control 
As opposed to Rules 1 and 2 that check for structural stability in the wall structure, 
Rule 3 verifies the constructability of the desired form. In this fabrication method, bricks 
are dry stacked (here, by a robot) before the steel rods are placed, and grout is poured into 
the brick cores to form the final composite. During dry stacking, each brick can corbel out 
from the wall, but some conditions must be met so that the unreinforced segment does not 
collapse. Corbeling control limits out-of-plane offset between a given brick and those that 
support it. First, each brick must be positioned in a way that the center of gravity of the 
brick is placed within the surface area of the brick below or on the surface on or between 
two bricks in the layer directly beneath (see Figure 6-3). Second, corbeling control needs 
to be performed on all of the rows of unsupported bricks prior to reinforcement. In this 
process, the robot stacks a few rows of bricks before the grouting process starts. Thus, 
while the projection of an individual brick may be acceptable, the placement of the brick 
may move the overall center of gravity of the dry stacked section such that it is out of 
support.  
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The developed algorithm holds the order of placement of each brick as a two-
dimensional array. For each brick in the array, the algorithm calculates its center of gravity, 
checking the positions of the center overlaps on or between the surface areas of the bricks 
in the previous row. Next, it calculates the combined center for the brick and all bricks 
underneath it in that wall section (see Rule 4) and examines if it is supported by the rest of 
the wall assembly. 
6.3.4 Rule 4: Structure segmentation 
Finally, Rule 4 ensures constructability of the structure by segmenting it in certain 
intervals. The overall wall structure must be broken down into every few groups of rows if 
steel rods are used for tensile reinforcement. As opposed to GFRP bars, steel rods have a 
high elastic modulus, meaning that they cannot be threaded between the sliding and shifting 
apertures in the cored bricks. Steel rods need to be cut into smaller lengths derived from 
the maximum curvature of the vertical cores and segment lengths such that passage of a 
straight 6mm steel rod is allowed. The rods require some overlap to ensure structural 
connectivity. The minimum requirement for the amount of overlap is equal to the height of 
one brick. This leads the minimum length of the rods to be equal to the height of three 
bricks (allowing for one brick to overlap on the top and bottom) (see Figure 6-3). 
Obviously, the maximum length of the rods cannot exceed the maximum height of the wall. 
A wall with less of a curvature would require less segmentation, which in turn would result 
in increased fabrication speed. The grout mixture takes about 24 h for the initial cure. As a 




Figure 6-3. Rule 1: Vertical reinforcement rule: local (left) and global (right) 
reinforcement. Rule 2: Transverse connectivity through a chain of cored bricks. Rule 
3: Corbelling control. Rule 4: Wall segmentation to ensure constructability. 
6.4 Prefabricated Composite Masonry Experiments  
In this section we present three experiments with composite masonry that were 
developed by architecture students at the Georgia Institute of Technology. One KUKA 
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robotic arm, a KR Quantec Pro (KR 120 R2500) with a payload of 120 kg and arm reach 
of 120 cm, was used for these projects. The robot arm was equipped with a Schunk 
pneumatic gripper. Students designed and fabricated a material-handling conveyor for 
feeding brick units to the robot. Using this conveyor, the robot was able to pick up the 
bricks at a fixed position, simplifying the robot’s motion programming. 
 
Figure 6-4. Project 1, wall with twisted pillars 
Students developed three algorithms to create various brick wall forms. Next, the 
patterns generated were tested for constructability by using our composite brick analysis 
plugin. The first project was composed of seven brick pillar forms that twisted around the 
z-axis and locked inside each other to form a wall pattern (see Figure 6-4).The next project 
was a double-curved surface where one central section pulled apart at the bottom to form 
two gaps in the wall structure (see Figure 6-5). The last project was a study on translating 
a grayscale pixelated image into brick rotation patterns (see Figure 6-6). Once the 
satisfactory forms were identified, students had to create the robot’s operational program 
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for the fabrication process. The KUKAprc plugin  for Grasshopper was used to generate 
the robot’s toolpath and gripper operation for brick pickup and assembly.  
 
Figure 6-5. Project 2, wall with a double-curved surface. 
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Figure 6-6. Project 3, wall with brick rotation pattern. 
For the construction process, we used 8 in x 4 in x 2 in three-core clay bricks, a 
self-consolidating grout mixed with steel fiber filaments, and 6 mm high-strength steel-
threaded rods. The size and reach of our robot limited our wall structure’s height to about 
48 to 50 in. Based on the Rule 4 analysis of our structures, these 48 in walls were segmented 
into four brick rows, for a total of six segments per wall. Based on this information, we cut 
the steel rods into 10 in pieces. Our grout mixture needed approximately 24 h to cure for 
every segment of the wall before we could begin placing the bricks for the next segment. 
Each wall took about six days to fabricate, cure, and be ready for pickup with a forklift (see 
Figure 6-7).  
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Figure 6-7. Fabricating the wall in four-row segments.  
6.5 Conclusion 
In this research, we presented a method for composite reinforced brick structures to be 
robotically prefabricated and transported to a construction site. The set of algorithms 
developed will help designers make more informed decisions in the early stages of the 
process. The three fabricated wall structures were moved successfully from the fabrication 
lab to the Georgia Tech campus, where they were displayed in an outdoor environment. As 
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the next step of this research, additional exploration is required to connect the wall 
segments on the construction site to make a complete building structure. 
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CHAPTER 7. ROBOTIC SHEET METAL FOLDING: TOOL VS. 
MATERIAL PROGRAMMING  
Abstract 
This research explores how deductive engineering thinking, as opposed to an abductive 
design rationale, can influence how robotic methods of fabricating building components 
are developed. The goal of this research is to demonstrate how creative thinking can 
introduce alternative robotic fabrication techniques targeted for the architectural mass-
customization process.  For this purpose, we chose robotic dieless sheet metal folding as 
the main fabrication technique, due to its wide range of applications in both the 
architectural construction and manufacturing industries. Two robotic sheet metal folding 
projects were developed. The first, an example of tool programming, took advantage of an 
engineering approach and was focused on the affordances of the tool (an industrial robotic 
arm). The second project, one of material programming, employed a design methodology 
and was directed towards the affordances of the material (i.e., stainless steel sheet metal). 
By discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each approach, this research argues that 
both engineering and design should be considered required and complementary processes 
in the development of new creative fabrication solutions, allowing them to and make the 
overall production process more efficient.  
7.1 Introduction 
A growing body of research is exploring novel methods for incorporating industrial 
robots in the digital fabrication and assembly of building components (Reinhardt, 
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Saunders, and Burry 2016). Robots provide powerful and flexible fabrication tools. In the 
last two decades, the increasing affordability of industrial robots, along with the growing 
maturity of computational design software, has led to architects’ adoption of these 
machines. By using industrial robots in the fabrication process, architects can eliminate the 
need for costly fixtures and setup times that hinder the cost-effectiveness of automation, 
especially with regards to physical prototypes with small lot sizes.  
However, the robot control and motion programming tools that are currently being 
adopted by designers were all originally developed for engineering-based manufacturing 
industries (Kolarevic 2004). This technology facilitates the industrial mass production of 
components with known properties and processes, and thus predictable outcomes. The 
current industrial robot control systems require that the designer comprehensively 
understand the design object and embed detailed design and machining data in the digital 
model before the fabrication process begins. Consequently, the process of design to 
fabrication is mostly a one-directional workflow in which the designer must predict the 
material state, tool selection, fixture positioning, and robot motion planning, usually based 
on prior experience. 
Focusing on this current technological gap, this research explores how engineering 
versus design methodologies might influence a designer’s approach to selecting and 
applying a fabrication method and process. In other words, this study demonstrates how 
design thinking can put forward alternative uses for robotic technology in the fabrication 
process. For this purpose, two robotic fabrication projects were completed, and then 
examined, and compared. The design intent for both was to develop an aesthetically and 
functionally effective shading canopy to be fabricated and installed on a building’s 
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balcony. Both projects were composed of mass-customized and geometrically parametric 
tessellated structures, which were fabricated using robotic fabrication techniques and 
assembled manually.  
The first project focused on the affordances of the tool (an industrial robotic arm) or 
tool programming (see Figure 7-1, left). By tool programming we mean an engineering 
approach to design and fabrication, where the desired geometry is established a priori and 
the materials, tool paths, and fixtures are selected to generate that desired geometry within 
the constraints of the system. The second project addressed the affordances of the material 
employed, or material programming (see Figure 7-1, right). By material programming we 
mean a design approach in which the concept is developed as a result of experimentation 
focused on the reciprocal exploration of form, testing of the material’s behavior, and robot 
kinematics. 
Many of the objectives of design-based fabrication are similar to those of the 
engineering-directed approach, such as fewer operations, reduced operational complexity, 
ease of reconfiguration, decreased lead time, minimization of material waste, and less 
rework (Qattawi et al. 2014). The main difference, however, is that engineering processes 
(i.e., tool programming) are based on deductive reasoning, increasing the functionality of 
the operation and thus facilitating standardization for the mass production of parts. 
Conversely, design-based processes (i.e., material programming) relies on abduction 
(Kolko 2010) and prioritizes customization of parts production, with an emphasis on 
creativity and uniqueness. 
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Figure 7-1. Left: Project 1, programming the tool; Right: Project 2, programming the 
material. 
7.2 Robotic Dieless Sheet Metal Fabrication 
Robotic sheet metal folding was chosen as the main material and fabrication 
technique for the case studies examined in the present research. Sheet metal forming is one 
of the oldest and most well-studied metal fabrication processes (Duflou, Váncza, and 
Aerens 2005). Sheet metal has a wide range of applications in both architecture and 
manufacturing. It depends on deformative fabrication techniques by which three-
dimensional (3D) forms can be achieved from two-dimensional (2D) planar materials. As 
opposed to subtractive manufacturing methods such as milling, deformative fabrication 
provides considerably less material waste. In addition, sheet metal (usually steel, stainless 
steel or aluminum) offers greater structural stiffness and strength compared to unreinforced 
plastic or the powder-based materials currently used in robotic additive and 3D printing 
processes.  
The main advantages of robotic dieless sheet metal fabrication over other 
numerically controlled machines (e.g., sheet metal CNC press brakes, shears, and punching 
machines) are the flexibility and adaptability of robotic arms for performing different 
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fabrication and assembly tasks with appropriate end-effectors. Robotic dieless sheet metal 
fabrication eliminates the need for more time consuming and expensive methods such as 
drawing, punching, and hydro-forming with dies (Liao and Wang 2003). Utilizing robotic 
arms eliminates the need for the production of dies, molds, and presses. In addition, robotic 
arms can produce extremely complex geometries that otherwise could be achieved only 
through traditional manual metal craftwork, a slow and time-consuming process. Robotic 
dieless sheet metal fabrication is most suitable for making test models with short setup 
times, prototypes with many parts of unique geometric shapes, and products in small 
batches for which the cost of making dies would be very high.  
7.2.1 Fabrication Process 
Currently, there are three main dieless techniques suitable for robotic sheet metal 
fabrication. These include: (1) folding or bending (e.g., straight-line folding for simpler 
geometries (Lavallee, Vroman, and Keshet 2011, Liao and Wang 2003, Aomura and 
Koguchi 2002) and curved folding for more complex 3D geometries (Epps and Verma 
2013)), (2) incremental forming (Kalo and Newsum 2014, Ponticel 2013, Mohanty, 
Regalla, and Rao 2015), and (3) metal driving (i.e., shrinking and stretching) (Opritescu 
and Volk 2015, Hoffmann, Hautmann, and Petry 2005, Nicholas and Rossi 2018). This 
research focuses on the straight-line folding technique because it can be considered the 
most basic variant, offering less complexity and fewer factors affecting the design and 
fabrication process. Parts with complex geometries can be folded from a single planar sheet 
of metal, without stretching or cutting (Tachi and Epps 2011, Epps and Verma 2013, Kilian 
et al. 2008). Sheet metal folding changes a part’s geometry by adding a V-shaped section 
along a straight or curved axis. This process is based on the plastic deformation of the sheet 
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metal and employs the material’s ductility. By using this technique, we can achieve the 
desired geometric shapes while also increasing the strength and stiffness of the resulting 
part. 
In the manufacturing industry, the terms “folding” and “bending” are often used 
interchangeably. However, in this research, we distinguish between the two. By bending, 
we mean processes that use various punch die setups or roll forming. In addition to the V-
shape, bending can produce various figures based on the shape of the die, including U and 
channel shapes. Bending flat sheets along straight lines in press brakes is the most common 
method. Boxes, brackets, and similar shapes are possible by repositioning the workpiece 
in the brake, with subsequent bends made perpendicular or oriented at other angles relative 
to the prior bends. However, when using press brakes and punch dies, only certain shapes 
and angles are feasible. This is due to interference between bent shapes on the workpiece, 
or the workpiece and press brake. Thus, human skill or advanced planning algorithms are 
required in the design and selection of the bend sequence (Duflou, Váncza, and Aerens 
2005). Collision detection algorithms based on segment intersection have been developed 
to create piecewise linear curves with a series of straight-line bends, with the bends all 
parallel to one another. With advanced planning, it is possible to check for interference 
(Liao and Wang 2003). 
By folding, we refer to the dieless sheet metal forming process. Folding is achieved 
by applied directional force via a set of grippers along a weakened axis line; this weakening 
can be realized by techniques such as grooving, perforating, or notching. While bending 
can be used for thicker materials to produce various bent shapes and radiuses, folding can 
potentially eliminate the need for dies and brakes, providing flexibility in terms of the 
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geometric forms generated. Bending requires specific tooling for each desired shape and 
angle of bend, which makes it more suitable for repetitive processes where thousands of 
similar objects must be made. Conversely, folding is a more flexible process appropriate 
for unique geometries and small numbers of parts, such as in architectural design projects.  
In order to take the most advantage of the range of movements made possible by robotic 
arms and achieve a wider range of possible angles, we adopted a technique in which folds 
are made by applying directional force to a weakened material on a bend line. Compared 
to methods that use a press brake for folding, this technique allows for fewer robots and 
supporting tools (i.e., one robot with a gripper arm and stationary gripper). Below, the 
fabrication process, required tools, material settings, and geometric model requirements 
for dieless folding are discussed. Based on these factors, two case studies are then 
examined. The first focuses on a fabrication process based on the constraints of a tool 
system, and the second considers the correlation between sheet metal behavior and various 
design and fabrication decisions.  
7.2.2 Parts Preparation  
The process for folding sheet metal consists of several steps, including cutting, perforating, 
and folding (see Figure 7-2).  
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Figure 7-2. Sheet metal folding process: (A) cutting, (B) perforating, and (C) bending. 
In the first step, the workpiece must be cut out of a manufactured metal sheet, which 
comes in a variety of standardized sizes. For this purpose, the unfolded or unrolled two-
dimensional geometry of the designed part is needed. Development of the desired flat 
layout for the intended structure requires that the 3D geometry of the part be transformed 
into a 2D layout. In that way, it can be formed out of the flat sheet metal. Flat layouts are 
generated via a process of unfolding or unrolling, where the only condition is that the flat 
pattern generated is not self-intersecting. While many CAD tools such as Rhinoceros 3D 
and SolidWorks have algorithms for unfolding or unrolling 3D objects, in the general case 
there is no evaluation process for self-intersecting faces or means of finding the most 
suitable flat pattern for a specific folding process, based on the selected tools and materials.  
Nevertheless, the generation and evaluation of a flat pattern can be performed both 
manually and computationally. Computer geometry techniques take advantage of the 
topological data of the object as defined by the connectivity between bending edges and 
faces. This topological data is represented in the form a graph called a connectivity graph 
(Aomura and Koguchi 2002) or face adjacency graph (Liu and Tai 2007, Qattawi, Mayyas, 
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and Omar 2013). Connectivity graphs are undirected graphs in which each node represents 
a face, and the link between two nodes indicates the edge between two faces (see Figure 
7-3, left). This type of graph can be used as base data for unfolding and evaluation 
algorithms. Generating all of the spanning trees for a connectivity graph produces all of 
the possible flat patterns of the associated folded 3D geometry. Some of the possible 
spanning trees and their corresponding flat patterns for a sample 3D object are illustrated 
in Figure 7-3. Different search algorithms, such as depth first search (DFS), breadth first 
search (BFS), A*, and genetic algorithms can be applied to face adjacency graphs to create 
unfolded flat patterns for an intended object. 
 
Figure 7-3.Representation of a sample object's topology with a face adjacency graph 
(connectivity graph).  
Since the process of folding, unlike bending, relies on a dieless solution, it is 
necessary to enforce the fold along the desired axis line. Folding techniques for metal are 
different from those for other materials such as paper, due to the material’s thickness and 
rigidity. The main solution to this problem is the localized reduction of stiffness along fold 
lines, which can be accomplished via techniques such as groove (or scored) joints, or more 
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commonly, reduced-area joints with perforation (see Figure 7-4) (Delimont, Magleby, and 
Howell 2015, Chen, Peng, and You 2015). For grooving, the geometry consists of a line 
placed on the intended bend axis. The line’s thickness determines the depth of the cut, 
which should be less than the material’s thickness (see Figure 7-4A). Perforation geometry 
is a series of line segments and the spaces between them, where each line segment 
represents a complete cut through the material (see Figure 7-4B).  
Perforation locally weakens the material in flexure, allowing it to be bent at the 
location of the perforation and ensuring that the dieless bend occurs at the precise location.  
However, it must be acknowledged that perforation permanently weakens the part in 
flexure. Therefore, final geometries that include the overall triangulation or trussing of the 
assembly are likely to be more successful, as these forms transmit forces more as in-plane 
tension and compression, and less as bending. The ability to carry localized bending forces 
between perforations is therefore preserved. 
 
Figure 7-4. Samples of sheet metal surface reduction axis lines: (A) groove joint and 
(B) perforation. 
 While shapes with simpler geometries can be cut with tools such as sheet metal 
shears (either manual or CNC), more complex shapes require implements capable of 
handling more complex 2D geometries such as waterjet cutters, laser cutters, plasma 
cutters, and CNC milling machines. Some are inherently suitable for cutting sheet metal 
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(e.g., waterjet or plasma cutters), while others such as laser cutters should have specific 
characteristics to accommodate this type of material’s reflectivity and thermal 
conductivity. Moreover, most industrial lasers cannot cut through thicker sheets. In the 
present research, a three-axis OMAX 60120 waterjet was used for cutting and perforating 
processes.  
7.2.3 Material Considerations 
Folding sheet metal produces shapes via the exertion of bending stresses that exceed 
the material’s yield point but that are below its maximum tensile strength. Springback is 
the tendency of the bent material to partially return to its original shape once it has been 
released from the forces created by the forming tool (Benson 2014).  When folding, sheet 
metal should be overbent beyond the desired angle to compensate for springback. 
Consequently, prediction of the final geometry after springback is critical. The main 
determinants are the tensile strength and thickness of the material, type of tooling, and 
characteristics of the bending mechanism. Perforation is an important step in reducing 
springback in dieless sheet metal folding. 
In this research, 20-gauge stainless steel sheets were used. We chose this material 
because it is corrosion resistant, so the final parts would not need additional rust prevention 
and surface treatments such as paint and other coatings. Thus, it would be a suitably durable 
material for a shading structure. In order to assess the required material properties, we 
devised a project-specific test to measure the springback of these steel sheets.  
For this test, two sets of 4” x 8” pieces of metal were cut with a perforated line at the 
center of each rectangular piece (see Figure 7-5). Each set included 12 cut and perforated 
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parts. In order to measure the amount of springback relative to the bend radius, we bent 
each piece manually from 20 to 130 degrees in increments of 10 degrees. After each bend, 
the final bent angle of the piece (which was the result of springback after the bending 
process) was measured. In addition, we explored the influence of different perforation 
patterns of the bent angle on the given material, after springback (see Figure 7-6). Type A 
used a perforation pattern of ¼” void and ¼” solid, whereas perforation Type B used a 
pattern with ½” void and ½” solid. Figure 7-5 shows the results for the two different 
perforation types and their influence on the bend angles and final angles.  
 
Figure 7-5. Set A of the parts bent from 20 to 130 degrees in increments of 10 degrees. 
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Figure 7-6. Springback measurements for two sets of bends with different perforation 
patterns.  
Based on the results of this test, the perforation pattern was not found to be 
significantly impacted by the amount of springback. Sets A and B both showed very similar 
final results in terms of bent angles. Springback had a linear impact on the final bent angle 
within the range of angles tested for this experiment. The mean of the angle difference 
between the bent and final angles was 8.7 degrees for Set A and 9.75 degrees for Set B. 
For this research, we rounded the adjusted angle to 9 degrees. This meant that, for example, 
in order to achieve a final bent angle of 45 degrees, the robot needed to bend the part 54 
degrees to compensate for springback.  
7.2.4 Fold planning 
Folding requires planning to determine a feasible optimal sequence of folding 
operations (Jiménez 2012). For workpieces with more than one fold, interpreting the part’s 
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(Aomura and Koguchi 2002). Dieless folding is performed with a robotic arm equipped 
with a gripper and at least one other supporting gripper. The secondary gripper can either 
be stationary or mounted on an assistant robotic arm. Fold planning includes steps for 
positioning the bend lines relative to one another and the overall geometry, a combination 
of multiple bend angles and their respective impacts on the fold sequence, setback 
calculations (i.e., the distance between gripper sets and the fold line), and collision 
detection and avoidance.  
Each fold sequence plan requires input and output data. Input data for a fold planner 
(either manual or computational) includes the flat cut and perforated parts, final 3D form, 
tools and settings, and finally the work environment and all relevant obstacles. The input 
data are supplemented with feasibility constraints such as material specifications, collision 
avoidance, and tolerance specifications. The output involves the setup and instructions; in 
the case of robotic folding, this would involve the robot’s tool path and supporting open 
and closed sequence instructions for the grippers.  
The steps followed in the output folding sequence are: (1) placing a flat workpiece 
on the holding/feeding platform, up against a back gauge so that the part is precisely 
located; (2) finding the best grasping position for each bend; (3) determining the best robot 
toolpath for moving the part to the folding position and avoiding collision; (4) setting up 
the robot’s movement speed to avoid part vibration; (5) bending the part, after 
consideration of the springback factor; (6) finding the required repositioning and 
regrasping moves; (7) sequencing opening and closing of the robot and assistant grippers; 
and (8) offloading the folded part. The general steps for a fold sequence are illustrated in 
Figure 7-8.  
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This process can be straightforward if the workpiece only requires a few folds. 
However, sheet metal fold sequence calculation and evaluation is a combinatorial problem. 
When the number of folding steps increases, the possible number of bending sequence 
combinations scales up rapidly. Theoretically, for a workpiece with n number of folds, 
there are 2nn! different fold sequences (Duflou et al. 1999). In addition, a validation process 
is required to determine the feasibility of the computed fold sequences. Unworkable 
sequences may include obstructing folds on the workpiece itself, or collision of the 
workpiece with the robot and/or supporting tools. For complex forms, interpretation of the 
part’s geometry and planning the bending sequences require either the expertise of a human 
process designer or advanced computer optimization methods (Duflou et al. 1999, Aomura 
and Koguchi 2002, Kannan and Shunmugam 2008).  
 
Figure 7-7. Robotic sheet metal folding process. 
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7.3 Robotic Folding Projects  
We completed two different folding projects to study the effects of the different 
design and fabrication factors discussed in Section 7.2. The main goal motivating these 
projects was the development of a non-load bearing hanging outdoor canopy. Although, 
the projects had different geometric designs, they both used the same material, tools, and 
environment setup for fabrication. The design intent for these projects, and thus their 
geometric designs, dictated two approaches to the folding process. The first focused on tool 
programming. A 3D geometric form was designed in advance, and the fold sequence and 
robot tool path were generated to realize that exact geometric form. The second project 
addressed material programming. This was a reciprocal exploration of form generation, 
material properties, and robot movements, the goal of which was to reduce the need for 
meticulous fold sequence planning.  
One Kuka robotic arm, a KR Quantec Pro (KR 120 R2500) with a payload of 120 kg 
and arm reach of 120 cm, was used for both projects. The robot arm was equipped with a 
Schunk pneumatic gripper. As the sheet metal folding process requires at least two grip 
points, we designed and fabricated a fixed grip system with two double-acting air-powered 
vises connected by two 12 mm steel plates (see Figure 7-8). These pneumatic vises were 
linked to the Kuka robot’s digital outputs so that they could be controlled via the Kuka 
robot language (KRL) code. This setup limited the part size to an approximate maximum 
of 100 cm in length. To generate the robot’s toolpath for the folding sequences, we used 
the Kuka|prc plugin  for Grasshopper 3D, a graphical algorithm editor . The digital outputs 
for the control of both the Schunk gripper and pneumatic vises were also programmed by 
Kuka|prc, which was embedded in the final generated KRL code for controlling the robot.  
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Figure 7-8. Tools and environment setup. 
7.3.1 Project 1: Programming the Tool 
This project relied on an engineering approach to programming the tool used to 
fabricate the desired geometry and achieve the project’s goals. Students designed a 
tessellated structure composed of folded triangular modules. The final design was guided 
by the goal of creating complex configurations and effects while also reducing the number 
of folds and simplifying the fold sequence. The modules developed were based on an 
isosceles right triangle, which was subdivided into two triangles and a quad with four 
straight-line folds. The internal subdivision lines were used as fold lines at 135 and 225 
degrees (see Figure 7-9).  
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Figure 7-9. Project 1 module, fold lines, and fold pattern.  
The modules were then divided into two groups based on the direction of their 
folds: Group A’s fold direction was the mirror image of that of Group B. Groups A and B 
were placed next to each other in the final assembly. The mirrored geometry of the modules 
provided the geometrical connecting points, as well as the negative open spaces in the 
assembled structure that were necessary to create shade and light patterns desired for the 
canopy (see Figure 7-10, left). The individual modules were connected with a square flat 
plate at each corner (see Figure 7-10, right).  
   
Figure 7-10. Assembly sequence of the A and B modules. 
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As discussed in Section 7.2.3, springback had to be calculated and incorporated into 
the folding process for each fold line in the module. Based on the results of the springback 
study, no significant difference was observed between the two perforation patterns on our 
selected material with the intended scale and dimensions. Consequently, the perforation 
pattern with longer cut lines and gaps was selected for the final stage. This perforation 
pattern would save water jet machining time, a significant impact factor when cutting a 
large number of parts.  
The results of the springback study showed that the difference between the folded 
and final angles was an average of 9 degrees. This offset was incorporated into our robot 
toolpath model in the generative script. The Grasshopper script was modified to 
automatically add an additional 9 degrees to all of the robot’s rotational movement in the 
fold steps. There were multiple fold sequence options for any part with more than one fold 
line, as discussed in Section 7.2.2. In this project, there were four fold lines on each module, 
resulting in 4! = 24 different possible fold sequences. However, based on the tool 
capabilities, dimensions, and setup for this project, the fold sequence illustrated in Figure 
7-11 was selected for the fabrication process.  
 
Figure 7-11. Fold sequence for the first project module. 
The folding process began with folding one of the smaller triangle-shaped flaps at 
one end of the module. By starting with the smaller flaps, the larger section could be held 
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by vice grips to provide the greatest amount of stability during the folding process, reducing 
deformation. To fold the second small flap on the opposite side of the module, the module 
needed to be lifted by the robot arm, rotated 180 degrees around the Z-axis, and placed 
back into the vice grips. This rearrangement was required to accommodate the robot’s 
possible joint configurations and avoid collisions between the part, robot arm, and vice 
grips. After folding the second small flap, the larger sections on the module needed to be 
folded. After the first large fold, the module again needed to be rotated 180 degrees before 
the robot could perform the process to create the second large fold. After this step, the part 
was moved back to the feed table, marking the end of the process (see Figure 7-12). 
Performing each fold increased the complexity of the part’s geometry, gripping location, 
and folding sequence. While the first fold was applied to a flat geometry, subsequent folds 
had to consider a complex 3D folded component.  
 
Figure 7-12. Project 1: robotic bending sequence. 
Two sets of modules with mirror geometry were fabricated for this project. They 
were connected via square-shaped plates that were riveted to the modules. The assembly 
process was performed manually (see Figure 7-13). 
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Figure 7-13. Assembly process. 
The strength of the project relied on deductive reasoning to increase the 
functionality of the operation, a methodical approach to the fabrication process. The whole 
setup was intended to increase functionality in the operation. Once the logic was set and 
the toolpath generated, the result was predictable, reliable, and transferable to other projects 
with similar fold geometries. The elements of the process are parametric variables 
comprised of the stances of the general algorithm shown in Figure 7-7. 
Conversely, programming for the robot toolpath was laborious and complex. This 
workflow was composed of iterative sequences of robotic movements, repeated opening 
and closing of the robot arm’s gripper and vice grips, part grasping, repositioning, and 
bending. For each bending step, the springback factor, best grasping position, and collision 
avoidance all had to be calculated and incorporated into the robot’s toolpath. The final 
result was a relatively sizeable set of code for which error detection and debugging or 
changing any other parts of the program were both complicated and time-consuming. For 
mass-customized products, the longer development and setup time could be compensated 
for by larger production volumes. However, for a low-volume mass-customized production 
process, faster development and setup stages would be desirable, since the need for change 
and adaptation to updated design criteria, new parts, and additional projects may be 
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frequent. The second project for this study focused on reducing the lead time by 
challenging this design-to-fabrication methodology.  
 
Figure 7-14. Project 1: the final prototype. 
7.3.2 Project 2: Programming the Material 
Learning from and building upon our first project, in our second we focused on a 
design approach to the fabrication process. For this endeavor, we took advantage of the 
inherent properties of the sheet metal in an effort to drive the fabrication method and 
achieve the design intent for the final product. Recent design research has considered new 
design and fabrication projects that take advantage of construction materials’ behaviors 
and smart interventions in assembly systems. A material’s properties and behavior in 
different environments and in response to various construction techniques can be used to 
derive factors affecting design generation, leading to new fabrication methods (Menges 
2012a). There is a growing body of research on material programming and how the type 
and behavior of the material, as well as its function and fabrication requirements, can 
impact the fabrication process.  
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One group of studies focused on enhancing or altering the behaviors of flexible 
materials such as wood via interventions like partial material removal and/or weakening. 
Incisions made in different directions (e.g., along or against the grain, on one or both sides 
of a sheet, etc.) and calculated material removal by CNC milling or laser cutting can make 
the material more flexible in certain directions. Examples of these programmed materials 
exhibiting two or three-directional flexibility can be seen in products developed by Dukta 
Flexible Wood (dukta-gmbh) and kerf-based complex wood systems produced as part of 
the Performative Wood Studio at the Harvard Graduate School of Design (Menges 2012b). 
A second body of research took advantage of properties inherent in the material, using 
them as driving design factors; examples include the humidity responsiveness of veneer-
composite elements (Menges and Reichert 2012). Other work has sought to develop new 
environmentally-responsive materials that would allow for the direct control and 
programmability of physical material transformations (Correa et al. 2015, Tibbits 2014, 
Oxman 2012).  
Accordingly, in this second project, we investigated a technique that would take 
advantage of the inherent ductility of sheet metal in order to develop a method for reducing 
the effort required for fold sequence planning. The main goal was to design a folding 
technique for metal that could achieve multiple folds on one module with as few robot 
movements as possible, using advanced planning of the crease lines and tool movement in 
accordance with the final shape. This concept originated from a simple twisting of a strip 
of material. It relied on the fact that material reduction on crease lines creates areas with 
lower yield points than the rest of the material. The hypothesis was that multiple folds on 
a module can be achieved through a twisting motion (see Figure 7-15). Unlike in Project 
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1, the force direction was not perpendicular to individual fold lines, but rather followed the 
transition path between the 2D geometric state and final 3D state of the module.  
 
Figure 7-15. Concept design for the continuous folding of sheet metal. 
In order to test the hypothesis, we needed to find the correlation between the 
placement of crease lines derived from the final desired geometry and the precise 
identification and application of force direction. We referred to this correlation as the 
“programming” for the material. The main challenge was the prediction and calculation of 
factors affecting the outcome of the fabrication process. These factors included the position 
of bend lines, combination of multiple and various bend angles, effect of springback on the 
overall process based on the material’s thickness and type (e.g., mild steel, stainless steel, 
aluminum), perforation geometry, and setbacks (i.e., the distance between each gripper and 
fold line). Achieving the optimum programming for the material relied on numerous 
physical tests, accompanied by analytical models such as FMA. Physical testing involved 
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the reciprocal study of the effects of the design, material, tools, and fabrication process on 
one another and the final outcome.  
Consequently, we designed a series of tests for this process. First, we focused on 
exploring the relationship between the fold pattern (i.e., placement and number of crease 
lines) and final 3D geometry achieved after the twisting operation. Initially, the flat cut 
parts were twisted manually using two grippers, but the action applied the logic of the 
robotic folding process. (see Figure 2-9, left). Once the most suitable relationship between 
the final geometry and fold pattern was identified and the fabrication logic of the part 
established, the results of the manual study were repeated using the Kuka robot and 
stationary gripping station (see Figure 2-9, right). A second series of tests were required in 
order to find the best robot toolpath for the fabrication operation. The robot’s toolpath was 
generated and simulated with the Kuka|prc plugin for Grasshopper, and then tested 
physically on flat cut materials. 
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Figure 7-16. Manual folding test vs. robotic folding test. 
In order to examine the relationship between the fold pattern and geometry of the 
folded module, a few parameters had to be kept constant, including the length of the metal 
strip, final twist angle after springback (i.e., 180 degrees), perforation geometry, and 
material type and thickness. The variable factors were the fold pattern and angles of fold 
lines relative to the twist direction. For the fold pattern, three main sets of geometries were 
tested: parallel fold lines oblique to the strip’s main axis, forming parallelogram-shaped 
subdivisions; fold lines as continues zigzag polylines, making right triangles; and fold lines 
as continues zigzag polylines, creating isosceles triangles (see Figure 7-17). 
The parallel fold lines proved to be unsuitable for our design intent. This fold 
pattern created an almost tubular folded part; also, the fabrication process could not be 
achieved with a single twisting action. Next, different variations of the zigzag fold lines 
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were tested for both the fabrication process and final geometry. The factors tested were the 
number of fold lines, angle between the fold lines, and angle of the fold lines relative to 
the strip. Tests of the right triangle zigzag pattern showed that only a few of the metal strips 
folded only along certain fold lines during the folding process. Other fold lines remained 
almost in their original state. The result was an unevenly folded strip that in most test cases 
bent only at the center of the part. For this fold pattern, the number of subdivisions and 
amount of rotation had no significant impact on the results. The third set of patterns, the 
isosceles triangle-forming zigzag fold lines, demonstrated a gradual transformation along 
the entire fold segment and produced outcomes that were very close to the initial design 
intent.  
 
 Figure 7-17. Fold line patterns for sheet metal twist folding.  
Various manual tests with different numbers of subdivisions showed that for the 
chosen size of the final module and final 180-degree rotation, a subdivision with eight fold 
lines (i.e., six diagonal lines in the center and two straight lines at the two ends of the 
module) created eight triangles (i.e., six isosceles and two right triangles at the two ends), 
producing the most evenly folded outcomes. After the manual tests and identification of 
the best fold pattern, a second series of tests was performed in order to find the required 
total degree of rotation for the robot that would achieve the intended 180 degrees of rotation 
of the part by simultaneously compensating for the overall springback in the six fold lines.  
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Through empirical testing, we identified two factors affecting the robot’s operation: 
the amount of springback in the final folded part at various rotation angles, and the effect 
of the rotation speed on the folding process, especially the even folding of all fold lines 
during a single continuous rotary movement. The final folded module with 180 degrees of 
rotation was derived with a total rotation angle (on Axis 6) of 210 degrees. This resulted in 
30 degrees of springback. However, based on the earlier study described in Section 7.2.3, 
each fold required an additional 9 degrees to compensate for springback, making the total 
9 x 8 = 54 degrees.  
 
Figure 7-18. Left: final module with six subdivisions; Right: final structure with 
folded and assembled units. 
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Figure 7-19. Test models for twist folding. 
Finally, a rotation angle of 210 degrees was identified for Axis 6, which had to be 
broken into two steps of 90 degrees and 120 degrees. Otherwise, the robot controller 
wanted to adjust for the shortest path and perform a 150 degree maneuver (360 degrees – 
210 degrees) to reach from the start to the end position. The final settings for the geometry, 
material properties, and robot settings were tested multiple times on modules with identical 
shapes. The resulting folded parts proved to be identical (see Figure 7-19). After this step, 
the final fabrication process for the eventual structure was performed and the parts were 
assembled manually (see Figure 7-20 Figure 7-21).  
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Figure 7-20. Project 2, the final bending sequence. 
   
Figure 7-21. Assembly process for Project 2. 
7.3.2.1 Finite Element Analysis 
We performed an empirical investigation to find the most appropriate robot settings 
for fabrication, given the desired shape and material. However, further analysis is required 
to identify and quantify the main impact factors on the modeling and fabrication processes. 
Computer simulation of the formation process using the finite element methods (FEM). 
This allows the final shape to be predicted, given the forming tools (e.g., dies, molds) and 
material properties, including the springback effect. The more complex challenge is the 
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inverse problem (i.e., given the desired shape, determining the tool geometry and material 
properties to use).  The first step is to estimate the material’s properties, as shown by De 
Carvalho et al. (De-Carvalho, Valente, and Andrade-Campos 2011) and Chaparro et al. 
(Chaparro et al. 2008). If the tool geometry is expressed parametrically, optimization 
methods can be developed for automated parameter identification (Valente et al. 2011, 
Ponthot and Kleinermann 2006).   
Von Misses stress contours from folding done for the present research are shown 
in Figure 7-22. The contours indicate that the onset of stress occurred at the ends of the 
perforated lines nearest the robotic gripper. The most intense stresses were concentrated at 
locations where two perforations intersected, predicting the possibility of tearing at these 
junctions and the consequent need for more concentrated perforations or circular relief in 
these locations.  At the higher levels of the bend/torque sequence, the FEM predicted a 
general yielding of the part. The bending was much more localized in the experiments, 
meaning that we probably did not sufficiently weaken the geometry in the model.  The 
FEM did agree with the experiment to the degree that neither predicted stresses 
approaching the ultimate strength of the material (and thus separation of the assembly along 
the bend lines). 
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Figure 7-22. Finite element analysis model of the Project 2 module.  
 
Figure 7-23. Project 2: the final prototype.  
7.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
The two robotic metal folding projects performed as a part of this research 
demonstrated how different approaches to design thinking, reasoning, and problem solving 
can lead to alternative robotic fabrication solutions. The tool programming project 
proposed a fabrication solution based on a methodical approach that resulted in a reliable 
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and repeatable solution with high levels of precision and accuracy. The fabrication method 
explored in this project can easily be adopted for the robotic folding of other forms with 
straight-line folds, after consideration of the main impact factors. These include the 
geometric unfolding, folding sequence, grasping positions, and springback. However, as 
discussed above, the path-planning process can be laborious and complex, even after 
incorporating computational methods.  
The material programming project explored a novel technique for bypassing 
individual fold toolpath planning. The twist folding technique was derived based on 
inductive reasoning and empirical exploration. As a secondary process, through a reverse 
engineering technique, we tried to identify, analyze, parametrize, and measure the main 
impact factors for this fabrication process. With this method, we hope to uncover additional 
ways of applying the technique in future tool programming fabrication approaches.    
Finally, it should be mentioned that both the deductive engineering and abductive 
design methods are required for the successful development of creative robotic fabrication 
techniques. As we move towards an increased application of industrial robotics in prefab 
and onsite building construction, there is the need for more material-focused robotic 
fabrication research. Material behaviors, affordances, and limitations can act as deriving 
factors in the development of new fabrication processes and will inform geometric 
possibilities. Future extensions of this research will consider  data structures required for a 
design fabrication library (Sharif, Gentry, and Sweet 2016). This library could be used to 
store parametrized robotic sheet metal fabrication processes, with the dataset enhanced 
incrementally based on both experimentation and human expert knowledge.  
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CHAPTER 8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter reviews the problem statement, research question, and hypothesis of this 
dissertation, and explains the major findings and proposed solution framework. The latter 
serves as the primary contribution to the greater body of knowledge on this topic. The 
chapter concludes by addressing the limitations, challenges, and recommendations for 
future research and development. 
8.1 The State of Robotic Fabrication in Architectural Practice  
Architects have utilized robots for the last several decades to complete mass-
customized projects. Robots have exceptional capabilities that enable the fabrication of 
geometrically complicated components and assembly of complex structures. By using 
digital fabrication tools, and specifically robots, architects can now create structures that 
previously were not feasible, to an exceptional level of accuracy, speed, and more 
importantly, repeatability (Brell-Çokcan and Braumann 2012, McGee and Ponce de Leon 
2014, Reinhardt, Saunders, and Burry 2016, Willmann et al. 2018). However, these 
adopted industrial robots and their control and motion programming tools were all initially 
intended for engineering-based production practices such as car manufacturing. Current 
industrial robot control systems force the designer to envision and embed all of the required 
machining data in the digital model before the fabrication process begins. The designer 
must predict the material state, tool selection, fixture positioning, and robot motion 
planning, usually based solely on prior experience. This requirement makes the process of 
design to fabrication a unidirectional workflow. Consequently, the main challenge for 
adoption by architects remains finding efficient methods for programming the robots, 
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coordinating their work with the manual processes required, and setting up the system for 
construction site operations in unique conditions.  
Recent research in the field of computational design has identified the technological 
gap caused by the aforementioned unidirectional design-to-fabrication workflow. In 
pursuit of a solution, a growing body of research is exploring various human-robot 
collaboration methods for architectural practices. Researchers have highlighted the 
potential for humans and machines to act as complementary collaborators in design-to-
making processes. Some of these studies have proposed the development of new interfaces 
for the integration of physical and digital environments, augmenting actuators with sensors 
to incorporate real-time feedback on the material’s state during the production process 
(Garcia del Castillo Lopez 2019, Munz, Braumann, and Brell-Cokcan 2016, Brugnaro and 
Hanna 2017, Stumm et al. 2016). However, many of these studies are project-based, 
targeting the ad hoc needs of a particular robotic application or fabrication process. 
Consequently, this dissertation investigated a generalizable framework for human-robot 
collaboration that is rooted in the principles of distributed cognition.   
8.2 Towards a Human-Robot Collaboration Framework 
In Chapter 2, this dissertation investigated human cognition in two different states: 
the differences in human cognition during manual vs. digital making activities, and 
engineering vs. design-based digital fabrication practices. Through the lens of distributed 
cognition, this research explained that human cognition is part of a distributed processing 
system in which the brain, body, tools, materials, products, and social and material contexts 
are closely related and interact with one another during an activity (Malafouris 2004, 
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Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000, Hutchins 2000). Based on this premise, the main 
differences between design cognition in traditional craftwork and digital fabrication 
processes were discussed. As an essential part of the research argument, the role of the 
tools of production in the formation of a designer's cognitive system was also considered 
(Clark 2004, McCullough 1998, Norman 1998). For both traditional craftwork and digital 
fabrication, the tools, materials, and means of production are essential parts of the design 
process. The main difference is in the way the designer forms the material into the intended 
final product by using either human or computer-controlled tools. Industrial robots and 
other computer-controlled machines play an intermediary role in the process, creating a 
divide between the acts of designing and making.  
Additionally, it was explained why engineers and designers have different 
approaches to their design, experimentation, and production processes. Deductive 
engineering processes focus on increasing the economy and repeatability of robotic 
operations, and thus facilitate standardization for the mass production of parts. Conversely, 
abductive design-based processes prioritize the customization of parts production, with an 
emphasis on creativity and uniqueness. Designers develop their concepts as a result of 
experimentation, focusing on the reciprocal exploration of form, testing of material 
behavior, and determination of robot kinematics.  
8.3 Research Question and Hypothesis  
Chapter 2 argued that a successful human-robot interaction framework should rely 
on and take advantage of the ability of human intelligence to create tools that extend its 
core cognitive capabilities. Thus, human-industrial robot collaboration depends on digital 
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technology complementary to the cognitive capabilities of the human brain. An effective 
collaboration leverages the strengths of the human cognitive system and compensates for 
its weaknesses by employing the inherent capabilities of robots and computers. 
Consequently, this dissertation examined the elements required for an interactive human-
robot collaboration framework in order to facilitate the creative design of production 
processes. 
8.4 Contributions, Challenges, and Limitations 
This research addressed the human-robot collaboration framework in two different 
stages. In the first stage, this dissertation defined a framework for human-robot 
collaboration that relies on and integrates material and fabrication feedback into the design 
process. This framework, defined for a bi-directional design and fabrication workflow, has 
three main components: interactive design, adaptive control, and a design and fabrication 
library. While different aspects of these components have been studied to various extents 
by other researchers, this dissertation is the first to define them in an integrated manner.  
Next, the requirements for each of these elements were introduced and discussed in 
detail. Interactive design, the first element of this proposed framework, focuses on tools 
for flexible and intuitive robot control and programming for non-roboticist designers. By 
using such applications, designers can directly program and simulate industrial robot 
activity in a parametric modeling environment. Interactive design solutions have been 
investigated extensively by other researchers, and a few solutions are widely used in the 
design community. Thus, this dissertation only included a literature review on this topic, 
and did develop a solution for this issue. 
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Adaptive control, the second piece of the framework, concentrates on solutions for 
the reciprocal collaboration of humans and robots in order to tackle unpredictable and 
inaccurate material and environment conditions during the fabrication process. Robot 
movement and human action are performed based on real-time fabrication data obtained 
from various sensors. This component assists designers with incorporating uncertainty into 
the fabrication process. Chapter 3 investigated an adaptive control module by developing 
a technique for integrating KUKA RSI into the Grasshopper environment. While this 
dissertation does address this topic, it does not focus on it deeply because many other 
studies are currently exploring the same problem. 
The library, the third component, is a knowledge database of design and fabrication 
methods. This dissertation focused in more detail on the library component of the 
framework because compared to the first two components, it is the least investigated 
solution to date. In Chapter 4, a structure for the library was proposed so that the tacit 
knowledge of makers could be structured, captured, and reused. At its core, the library is a 
process-centric database where each process is supported by a set of tools, instructions, 
materials, and geometries required for the transformation of a part into its final form. While 
this dissertation defines the main entities of the database and relationships among them, it 
emphasizes that capturing and modeling all of the attributes required for each entity of the 
library demands an extensive body of research. Consequently, this study focused on 
demonstrating the generalizability of the library concept through a series of experiments 
developed for different material systems and with various robotic operations. The main 
goal of Chapters 5, 6, and 7 was to identify and highlight the commonalities among various 
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fabrication processes and methods so that the requirements of the library could be 
adequately described. 
Chapter 5 focused on the material component of the library. By concentrating on 
masonry as an example, this part of the dissertation demonstrated the process for 
identification and classification of a material’s generic and specific requirements. It 
provided a description of the development of a BIM-based industry standard data model 
for concrete and clay masonry units. The chapter also explained a process for the 
parametric representation and storage of digital masonry units that would allow for speedy 
retrieval from a database. Chapter 6 investigated the instruction component of the library, 
using robotic reinforced masonry fabrication as an example. A new compsite construction 
technique for reinforced masonry was introduced, and an algorithmic solution for testing 
the constructability of various complex wall forms was examined. The chapter presented 
the power of well-defined instruction as a set of rules developed for making infomred 
design decisions. Finally, Chapter 7 concentrated on the fabrication process aspect of the 
library, using robotic dieless sheet metal folding as the case study. In addition, the material, 
geometry, and instruction elements required for the sheet metal folding process were 
described. The chapter addressed how fabrication methods and processes could be 
influenced by deductive engineering thinking, as opposed to an abductive design rationale. 
By presenting the advantages and disadvantages of each approach, it was argued that both 
engineering and design should be considered necessary and complementary processes. 
8.5 Recommendations for Future Research and Development  
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This dissertation defined a roadmap for a human-robot collaboration framework in 
order to make the design to robotic fabrication processes in architecture a bi-directional 
workflow. While this dissertation elaborated upon each of the required elements of the 
framework, further research is needed to comprehensively define and connect all of these 
requirements. The library component especially requires extensive research on various 
subtractive, additive, and deformative fabrication processes, as well as the tools, material 
types, and instructions necessary for each method. A comprehensive library schema can 
only be defined when all of the attributes for the five major entities are identified. 
It should also be considered that while a well-defined structure for a library is needed, 
it is not sufficient in and of itself. Physical database design, programming, and 
implementation of the framework and its library are mandatory. The technical software 
implementation of a comprehensive human-robot collaboration system is a significant 
endeavor that requires substantial technological infrastructure and resources.  
Finally, in addition to the proper definition of the database’s data model and 
appropriate technological implementation, the success of this library relies on its successful 
adoption and continuous contribution of its users. The data for a functional and successful 
library should be gathered from experimentation and human expert knowledge inputs and 
added to the database incrementally over time. Even with a proper data model and database 
system, it will not be successful if it does not have an active community of users (such as 
Grasshopper and Dynamo user groups) to add information and draw data from it.  
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